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Disposing the reusables
Let's Go offers new
containers after
customers decline
I JEN BONDS
staff writer

Customer traffic has decreased
significantly at Let's Go,
normally a popular carry-out
dining option in previous years.
The decrease follows the
implementation of new reusable
containers unpopular with

students who used to frequent
the dining facility.
Last year, Let's Go averaged
about 4,600 punches per week.
This year, comparison averages
are about 1,050 per week with the
reusables.
In response to the decline, Lef s
Go re-introduced disposable
containers Tuesday in an effort to
bring back customers.
"The number of students that
go
there
has
declined
substantially," said Rick Larson,
senior director of dining services.
"Let's Go has only gotten one-

third of the business this year
compared to what they got last
year," he said.
Let's Go reintroduced reusable
containers at the beginning of the
fall semester to work on making
the business earth-friendly,
Larson said.
"We were working hard to do
the right thing for the
environment," he said.
JMU introduced reusable
containers at Let's Go three years
ago, but they didn't match
Health Department requirements, Larson said.

"The first containers we had
stained easily, and they required
that it would have a resealable
lid," he said. "We had to
eliminate chances for crosscontamination."
Last year,, a group of
Integrated
Science
and
Technology students were part of
an experimental group that tested
and surveyed five new
containers, Larson said.
"We find that everyone wants
more food, but it is hard to find a
container that will hold the
see STUDENTS page 7

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
WHO: NAMES Project
WHAT: Portions of the
43,000-panel AIDS Memorial
Quilt full of names of more
than 75,000 victims of the
AIDS epidemic
WHERE: PC Ballroom
WHEN: Last Wednesday

AIDS
Quilt
educates
students
I AMY BAFUMO
contributing writer

Armentrout said the new
parking
fee
structure
implemented this fall has
prompted
students
and
employees to either permanently
register their vehicle or obtain a
temporary day pass.
The new ticket structure,
implemented this semester,
requires students to pay $35 a
semester for a parking sticker.
Parking stickers for 1999-2000

A pair of faded, tattered jeans
are all that remain of Mitch
Burfield, who died of AIDS in
1989. On his panel, Burfield gives
instructions to the people he left
behind, including live life to the
fullest, do what makes you feel
good, protect the environment
and don't worry be happy.
This is just one of the AIDS
Quilt panels that came to JMU
Wednesday night. Students
gathered to view a section of the
AIDS Memorial Quilt, a
collection of personal tributes to
victims of the virus, that travels
continuously around the country.
The AIDS Memorial Quilt, a
part of the NAMES Project,
educates viewers and creates a
more personal awareness of the
AIDS epidemic, said Karen
Hardison, volunteer and chair of
the NAMES Project in Richmond.
The NAMES Project National
Office in San Francisco works in
conjunction with project chapters
to help spread the message to the
largest possible audience through
community and academic
display programs, according to
their brochure.
The full quilt has more than
43,000 panels and more than
75,000 names. JMU dedicated a
panel in 1997, on which people
signed their names or the name
of a friend with AIDS they
wanted to remember.
During the dedication,
Hardison spoke about the quilt's
purpose.
"Our mission is to use the quilt

see PARKING page 7

see NAMES page 7
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MARCIA APPERSON/c<wirn*uft/i£ photographer
A group of Tibetan monks culminate their week-long stay on campus Friday in Grafton-Stovall Theatre with a music and dance show. The
monks are on a world tour whose purpose Is Increasing awareness of the plight of Tibetans under the rule of Communist China.

Parking tickets down almost 1,500

I

JASON MclNTYRE
senior writer

The number of parking tickets
issued by the parking division
since July is down nearly 1,500
from last year.
From July-October 1997, there
were 9,667 parking tickets given
out by JMU. Over that same time
frame this year, the number has
dropped to 8,173, said Tara

Armentrout, parking division
manager.
A number of factors could
cause for the major dip in parking
tickets, she said.
Senior Jennifer Murach, who
received one ticket this year and
had one last year in the same time
period, said she thinks the new
parking fee structure might deter
students from driving to campus.
"We have to pay $70 a year to
park on campus and a lot of

students can't afford tickets on
top of that," she said. "If a
student didn't register their car
last year and got a ticket, it was
probably only $15-25. This year
they [the tickets for unregistered
cars] are $100."
Armentrout said, "[We have]
increased parking lot monitoring
coverage by student employees as
well as [added] additional meters
located throughout campus for
short-term parking."
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POLICE LOG
with a racing seat. Its value is
about $350.

I

STEVEN LANDRY
police reporter

Petty Larceny

Campus police report the
following:

• Unidentified individuals
reportedly
stole
an
unsecured, unattended Trek
820
diamond
frame
mountain bike in J-lot neaF
the railroad tracks on Nov. 11
between 12:01 and 12:15
a.m.
The bike's serial number is

Grand Larceny
* Unidentified individuals
reportedly stole a GT Arette
Model bike from the bike rack
outside D-hall on Nov. 11 at
2:25 p.m.
The bike is emerald green
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SPORTS

T2JF and JMU decal number Suspicious Phone Call
/Harassment
1989.
• A suspicious and harassing
phone call reportedly received
• A homeless male seen in Weaver HaU on Nov. 10 at
near Wilson Hall on Nov. 12 5:15 p.m. is currently under
at 12:26 a.m. was escorted investigation.
off campus.
• A female student reported Fire Alarm
a white male in his late 20s or
early 30s following closely as • Burnt popcorn activated a
she walked to Taylor Hall on fire alarm in Shorts Hall on
Nov. 10 at 3:32 p.m.
Nov. 12 at 2 p.m.
The man was described as
5-foot-10 and 160 pounds Number of drunk in public
with short, dark, curly hair. He charges since Aug. 27:62
reportedly wore a light blue Tshirt and carried papers.
Suspicious Persons

DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
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* UPB Technical Services Committee Meeting, 5 p.m., Taylor 233, call
Casey at x6217

.16

it Campus Assault Response Helpline, 6 p.m., Maury 205, call Melanie at
438-8053

# "Exercise Addiction," noon, Taylor Down Under Conference Room,
call Amy at x3407

• UPB Cinematic Events Publicity Meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 233, e-mail
Matthew at staleymr@jmu.edu

# Evening prayer, 9:30 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.), sponsored
by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Christine at 574-0534

TUESDAY, NOV. 17

■flfr Great American Smokeout, 11 a.m., Zane Showker Hall lobby, 2 p.m.,
Warren Mail room, 3 p.m., UREC Atrium, 6 p.m., guest speaker Mark
Warner, call Patty at 801-8264

♦ Bible Study, 7:15 p.m., Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry, call
Jason at 432-0302

# Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship Large Group, 7 p.m., ISAT159, call
Susie at 438-1607

# Circle K Meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 404

# "Opportunities in Psychology" Symposium, 7 p.m., Burruss Hall 44,
call x6214

# Harmony Meeting, 8:30 p.m., Taylor 311, call Chris Dolce at x6000

♦ UPB Issues and Cultural Awareness Committee, 6:30 p.m., Taylor Hall
233, call Fiifi at x7824

• Madison Mediators Meeting, 6:30 p.m., Taylor 304, call Dan at 564-1861
♦ March of Dimes Collegiate Counsel Informational Meeting, 8 p.m.,
Zane Showker Hall 108, call Jeff at 438-2095
/
# SGA Meeting, 5 p.m., Highlands Room, call x6376
# Students for Camp Heartland Meeting, 7 p.m., Taylor 309, call Sarah at
x6332
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throughout James Madison University
and the local Harrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should
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Cheryl Floyd, x8084

Susan Shifflett, x8089

LOCATION
The Breeze is located in the lower
level of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Cleveland
Duke

f, NOV. 18

# College Republicans Meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 400, call Stephanie at 4383160

♦ Alternative Spring Breaks Informational Meeting, 9 p.m., Taylor 405,
call Sara at x6366
'

FYI

LIFESTYLE
• pg. 31 — 'Scopes & Soaps

* UPB Music Committee, 5 p.m., Taylor 233, call Eric at x7825

THURSDAY, NOV. 19
• Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason Street, call
Ben at 434-3490

South Main St.

AnthonySeeger
<£lBR EEiE

WEATHER
TUESDAY: Partly cloudy, high
56°F/low45°F.
WEDNESDAY: Sunny, high 52°F,
low32°F.
THURSDAY: Partly cloudy, high
56°F,low350F.
FRIDAY: Showers, high 55°F,
low42°F.

* Earth Club Meeting, 5 p.m., Taylor Hall 305, call Warren at 438-1210
■

TV not tuned into the world
The 1990s decline in world news on network TV continues with 2,445
international stories out of 10,661 total on ABC, CBS, and NBC evening news
during the last nine months. International news' share of evening news stories:
Note: Tbt following events were
coveted in 1991 and 1997 respectively:
the Gulf War and (he deaths of Pri noess
Diana and Mother Teresa

60%
40%
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'To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison

• pg. 29 —Sports Beat

• pg. 21— Men's basketball
beats Morgan State
• pg. 23 —Women's and Men's
soccer
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In the Nov. 12 issue of The
Breeze, the story "Taking time
out to serve" was inadvertently
without its jump.
The Breeze regrets the error.
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Iraq, U.S. avert military action
JMU students
continue protest of
sanctions in fast

For now, Iraq says it
will cooperate with
U.N. requirements

I RAFAEL LEMAITRE
contributing writer

|from STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS

Members of the JMU chapter of Amnesty International
are fasting to protest the United States' sanctions imposed
on Iraq.
"We're fasting in solidarity with the Iraqi people who
for the past eight years have not had access to basic needs
such as food, water and medicine," said senior Elizabeth
Abercrombie, treasurer of Amnesty International.
The club's 16 members began fasting Wednesday. Each
chose the degree to which they'll fast.
About five of the activists plan to drink only liquids for
the entire week. Others chose to fast only during daylight
hours, said junior Matthew Strugar, Amnesty
International's vice president.
Shehzad Nadeem, Amnesty International secretary,
said fasting will get the attention of the JMU community.
"I've learned that sitting outside and handing out
leaflets doesn't always cultivate activism," Nadeem.
said. "To really get some attention, sometimes you have
to do something out of the ordinary."
Abercrombie added, "I figure if [the Iraqis can be
starving for eight years, then I can certainly do it for 8
days."
In addition to fasting, members of Amnesty
International plan to perform street theater on the commons
and hand out turquoise ribbons that signify their solidarity
with Iraqis.
"We hope that this protest paints a more visual picture
of what's going on," Abercrombie said. "We think it's
important for the JMU community to be exposed to more
than one perspective so that they can make informed
conclusions."
The US.-led United Nations sanctions on Iraq constitute
a form of economic violence and are a "war against public

health," an Amnesty Interrnational press release stated.
In the press release, JMU'S Amnesty chapter stated "1.5
million people in Iraq, over half of them children under
five, have died as a direct result of the sanctions."
"Basically, it's wrong that the United States and the
United Nations are using sanctions against the people of
Iraq for the actions of a government that they have little or
no say in," Strugar said.
At the end of the fast tomorrow, Amnesty International
will host speaker Erik Gustafson in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre. Gustafson is a Gulf War veteran who has seen the
impact of the Gulf War from first-hand experience.
"He worked to smuggle food and medical supplies to
the people of Iraq," Abercrombie said. "We thought he
would be a good person to offer a different perspective on
the situation in Iraq."
Although the JMU Amnesty International activists said
they don't agree with current U.S. policy on Iraq, the
organization doesn't want the JMU community to see the
protest as a mark of support for Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein.
"I think it is incredibly important to make a distinction
between the Iraqi people who don't have a say in their
government and the Hussein regime," Abercrombie said.
"It sickens me that we're killing people because Hussein
isn't letting weapons inspectors in," Strugar said.

President Clinton announced yesterday that Iraq has
agreed to comply fully with United Nations weapons
inspectors.
The United States and Great Britain were prepared for
military action if it was needed. But Clinton warned Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein that the United States continues to
prepare for action despite the agreement.
"Now, let me be clear," Clinton said. "Iraq has backed
down, but that is not enough. Now Iraq must live up to its
obligations."
Clinton later added, "Until we see complete compliance,
we will remain vigilant. We will keep up the pressure. We will
be ready to act."
National Security Adviser Sandy Berger repeated the
president's vow that the United Stated is prepared for action if
Iraq backs down from the most recent set of promises. "We
said from the beginning that our preferred outcome was to get
the [United Nations) inspectors back in," he said yesterday.
"Saddam Hussein yesterday, finally, last night, made an
unequivocal, clear statement that the... inspectors could come
back in unconditionally. We will test that. If it works, what the
President said will play itself out. If it doesn't work, if they do
not comply, we are prepared to act as the President indicated."
Clinton stressed yesterday the best solution is a new
government in Baghdad. "Over the long-term, the best way to
address that threat is through a government in Baghdad — a
new government — that is committed to represent and
respect its people, not repress them — that is committed to
peace in the region."
Defense Secretary William Cohen said Clinton's remarks
didn't imply the overthrow of Hussein. "What he was
saying is that we are prepared and will work with
opposition forces or groups to try to bring about, at some
future time, a more democratic type of regime that's more
responsive to its people," he said.

Catching a bug from e-mail?
Computing support officials say some messages claiming harm are hoaxes

i

LISA ROSATO
senior writer

"If you receive an e-mail titled 'Win a
Holiday' DO NOT OPEN IT. It will erase
everything on your hard drive. Forward this
message to as many people as you can."
But these warnings are the real hoax
and pose a different threat of their own,
Stin Le,nkerd, director of computing
support, said. "The statement that [an email] will mess up your hard drive is
completely false," Lenkerd said.
Sean Cotta, a support specialist in
Computing Support, said the real
malicious intent in these e-mails is to slow
down the processing rate and delivery
speeds of other messages.
Thousands and thousands of copies can
overload the e-mail system and contribute
to useless traffic, Lenkerd said.
"People who send [the warnings
about the hoaxes] on think they are
doing good, but they are really making

E-MAIL HOAXES
WHAT: E-mails that warn against
opening other e-mail messages that
will erase a hard drive or otherwise
damage a computer.
ARE THEY TRUE?: E-mail messages
themselves can't damage a computer.
Only attachments to e-mails can do the
damage that the hoaxes claim.
WHAT YOU CAN DO: Refrain from
forwarding such warnings. They cause
a mass spread of incorrect information.
the problem worse," Lenkerd said.
In addition, when people realize that
the message was false they send out a
correction which escalates the problem
even further.
There hasn't been an overload situation
affecting the campus e-mail yet this year,
Lenkerd said. •

Cotta said even though a virus can't be
sent in e-mail text it can be sent as an
attachment.
"If you get an attachment from
someone you don't know it, would be
better not to open it," Cotta said.
Although currently it isn't technically
possible to send a virus through e-mail,
Cotta said he sees it as a possibility in the
future using an e-mail system browser.
Browsers have e-mail systems in them
and it may be possible to encode a
program into the e-mail that way, he said.
Lenkerd said that he hasn't heard of
any specific cases on campus, but he does
believe an attachment could conceivably
cause harm to the system.
Malicious attachments could cause a
computer to crash or a hard drive to erase
when the attachment is opened.
Students said they weren't worried
about receiving an e-mail virus.
Junior Khadija Pervez said, "If they are
sending it through the e-mail it has already
been received by the server, so I know it

won't cause harm to the computer."
Senior Mered.ith Bardwell said, "I never
forward [warning messages] on. The only
ones I take seriously are the ones my dad
sends me from work, but I usually don't
send them on to friends."
Freshman Billy Gammel said, "I
usually read them and then erase them.
It's cool when someone sends one or two,
but when they send five a day it gets kind
of annoying."
The Help Desk and computing support
say they have received a few calls from
students concerned about whether or not
to open a forward message.
Despite the fact that these messages
carry no real threat, they are still a nuisance.
Lenkerd said students should stop
forwarding the messages.
"You end up spreading misinformation
and making the problem worse," he said.
"In general any e-mail message that tells
you to forward it to your friends is a hoax.
They all have some sort of threat, but there
is no real danger to yourvcomputec." - . ,
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JMU, RMH share tool to test
l
KELLY WHALEN
contributing writer

Sitting in the smooth white
egg-shaped
capsule,
Chad
Lehman resembles Mork from
"Mork and Mindy."
But Lehman, 23, a JMU graduate
student, isn't ready to blast off to Ork.
Instead, he's demonstrating a new
method of measuring body fat.
The Bod Pod, which JMU bought
for $35,000, measures the change in
air volume based on the change in
pressure when someone sits inside
the Pod's chamber. The Pod then calculates the person's body fat based on
the amount of air that is displaced.
Lehman and associate professor of
health sciences David Wenos demonstrated a Bod Pod procedure for assistant professor of health sciences
Danielle Torisky's class Thursday.
Torisky teaches sports nutrition and
health sciences classes.
Lehman, wearing only loose black
shorts and a fitted white cap, stepped
into the Bod Pod and used a blue
breathing tube for part of the test.

A red button is positioned on the
side of the bench inside the Bod Pod
that automatically releases magnets
that hold the door closed.
"The Bod Pod is extremely reliable," Wenos said. "Plus it's friendly
for the user and the operator."
JMU purchased the Bod Pod to
"provide a clinical experience for students," Wenos said. The Bod Pod is
used in teaching students to interact
with thier patients, community service and research like Lehman's project.
A contract with the Rockingham
Memorial Hospital Wellness Center
will also allow local residents to use
the Bod Pod.
Health sciences students already
learn how to perform procedures like
electrocardiograms (EKGs), and students can benefit by interacting
directly with the community, Wenos
said.
The Bod Pod was developed by
Life Measurements Instruments of
California, with help from a National
Institutes of Health grant
Calculating body density is one
way of determining a person's overall

DURING DEER SEASON

health.
The skinfold test calculates body
mass using a single mathematical formula. But that formula doesn't distinguish between fat and muscle.
The most accurate way of measuring a person's body density now is by
underwater, or hydrostatic weighing.
But underwater weighing takes significant time and is complicated.
In underwater testing, testers may
be submerged for substantial periods
of time and must exhale all the air
from their lungs, something that is
tricky for those not accustomed to the
test, Wenos said.
Testing in the Bod Pod takes five
minutes and allows testers to
remain dry.
"There was virtually no difference
between the underwater and Bod Pod
[measurements]," Wenos said.
The Bod Pod, unlike other methods, is able to differentiate between a
pound of fat and a pound of muscle.
Lehman , whose graduate thesis
relates to the Bod Pod, is among the
few people who have used it

see BOD POD page 9
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density

PHOTO COURTESY OF MEDIA RELATIONS

Graduate student Chad Lehman sits in the "Bod Pod," a
new tool used to measure body density, whie DavW
Wenos, associate professor of health sciences, watches.

Speech team off to strong start
Two team members already national qualifiers
topics are revealed shortly
before competition.
Individual Events offers numerous opportunities for students,
Mayfield said.
Two students have already
qualified for national competiThrough preparing and comtion in several individual events
peting speeches, students are
this season.
"learning so much more than
Individual Events is a
speaking skills," he said.
speech team in which each
"(Participants develop] strong
member presents a speech to
communication skills . .. and life
earn points for a team score,
skills like time management,
Lee
Mayfield, ^^^^_
while strengthenIndivid-ual Events <<
ing their research
and
writing skills,"
coordinator, said.
[Participants develop]
strong
Members travel to
-r
°
Mayfield said.
Both Kidd and
tournaments where communication skills ... and life
they compete in any of .... ...
.
*
Taylor sai
said the
11 dlifferent speech SKI I IS like time management, While speech team boosts
events
te.
.
. ,
self-confiidence
These events range strengthening their research and
while providii\g'
from prepared infor"
,
»
skills that are necmative or persuasive Writing skills.
essary for success
speeches to limited
in the work world.
preparation speeches
Lee Mayfield
Competing in
such as impromptu, or
Individual Events team coordinator tournaments alsp
extemporaneous
'
" diminishes the
speaking.
by national regulations.
fear of speaking in an unfaThis year's four-member
Preparing for tournaments is miliar environment, Taylor
speech team competed in three "a lot of hard work," Taylor said.
said.
tournaments this semester and
Getting ready for competition
Last year, the JMU Individual
received several awards, includinvolves "a lot of writing and Events Team placed 14th out of
ing sweepstakes trophies from
rewriting speeches," as well as about 300 participating teams, in
each competition.
constantly researching the spite of the fact that they are
In addition, senior Allison
Internet for the newest informa- smaller than most teams.
Kidd and sophomore Terrica
tion on speech topics, Taylor said.
Mayfield said he hopes to get
Taylor have qualified for a comShe said it took 10 different 20 events qualified for nationals
bined total of four national events.
drafts of her prepared speech this year, and continue a national
Kidd qualified in after-din- before she qualified for nationals.
top-20 ranking.
ner speaking, communication
Kidd agreed and said it's
Mayfield said he has confianalysis and persuasive
important to stay up on current dence the team will do well this
speaking. Taylor qualified in events, especially when competyear. "This is probably the
informative speaking.
ing in categories that allow only strongest team I've ever coached"
Since members of the team
limited preparation, since speech Mayfield said.
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"
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REBECCA DOVGHERTV/graphics editor

Hunting season drives
deer onto roadways

i

KATHERYN LENKER
news editor

The holidays mean increased
traveling, whether from school to
home or over the hills to grandmother's house, but a littleknown danger lurks in some of
those travels.
It's not icy roads or drunk
driving, but deer that pose this
threat. Deer, spooked out of the
woods due to the hunting season
and looking for mates, wander
onto roads, causing accidents and
sometimes deaths, Virginia State
Police Sgt. J.G. Smith said.
Though Virginia doesn't keep
statistics for deer/car collisions,
the Department of Game and
Inland Fisheries estimates there
are tens of thousands of collisons
in Virginia yearly, according to
their web page.
There were 12 deaths from
deer/car collisions troml985
to 1994.

Marsha Redifer, supervisor of
claims
for Shomo and
Lineweaver Insurance Company
in Harrisonburg, said the firm
receives 200 to 300 claims each
year. Most claims are submitted
between late September and
early October to late December
and early January.
Hunting season starts with
archery season on Oct. 3, but
deer, whose strongest sense is
hearing, really begin to move
around during muzzle loading
and general firearms seasons
from Nov. 9 to Nov. 28.
While Redifer couldn't estimate an average claim, the
Insurance Information Institute
estimates there are 500,000 collisions nationwide with the average insurance claim of $2,000,
said Mike Erwin, spokesperson
for the Institute.
These collisions cause more
than 100 deaths a year and cost
the insurance industry $1 billion,
Erwin said.

.ei^llOe b'lo fcfeOISb I SI L'3'iiar:-) )

MELANIE JENNINGS
staff writer

spend most weekends preparing
for their events and competing, it
is easy for them to become critical
of themselves, Kidd said.
Because of this, she said her
first and foremost goal is to
have fun.
However, she said she hopes
to qualify in as many events as
possible. Last year, she qualified
in six different events, which is
the maximum amount allowed
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Clinton, Jones reach settlement

I PETER BAKER

The Washington Post
WASHINGTON — President Clinton
reached an out-of-court settlement with
Paula Jones Friday, agreeing to pay her
$850,000 to drop the sexual harassment
lawsuit that led to the worst political crisis
of his career and the third presidential
impeachment inquiry in American history.
After more than four-and-a-half years
of scorched-earth legal warfare, Clinton
and Jones brought a sudden end to the
case with a four-page deal in which he
acknowledged no wrongdoing and
offered no apology. The agreement, which
will be filed with a federal appeals court
considering whether the lawsuit should go
forward, requires the president to pay
within 60 days.
Robert S. Bennett, Clinton's chief
attorney in the case, said the president still
insists Jones's allegations of a crude
proposition in a Little Rock hotel suite
seven years ago "are baseless" but agreed
to make the payment in the interest of
finally putting the matter behind him.
"The president has decided he is not
prepared to spend one more hour on this
matter," Bennett said. "It is clear that the
American people want their president and
Congress to focus on the problems that
they were elected to solve. This is a step in
that direction."
The settlement foreclosed the possibility
that Clinton's personal life would be

reopened for public inspection at a
sensational trial, had the lawsuit dismissed
in April been reinstated, as marry lawyers
involved believed it would be. It also may
help the president's allies defend him
against independent counsel Kenneth W.
Starr's allegations that he lied and
obstructed justice during the case, while

statement on its own. This is Paula's
reputation that we were fighting for. This
has nothing to do with an ax to grind with
Bill Clinton."
John W. Whitehead, president of the
Rutherford Institute, which financed her
lawsuit, called the deal "justice for Paula"
and said it would draw attention to
important issues "such as the importance
of protecting powerless women from
workplace harassment and the role of the
rule of law in our highest offices."
The document signed late Friday
afternoon made no mention of how Clinton
would pay for the settlement, but sources
said it likely would come from both his
legal defense fund and a separate deal with
one of his insurance companies. Sources
Robert S. Bennett said the president's lawyers have reached a
Clinton's chief attorney in the case tentative agreement with Chubb Group
Insurance to buy out his personal liability
providing a new opportunity for the White policy for close to half of the $850,000
House to cut a separate deal with Congress settlement. "When all is said and done, not
to drop impeachment proceedings.
a penny will come out of his pocket," said
Just hours before the settlement was one person close to the situation.
inked Friday, Starr sent new evidence to
The Jones camp, which has struggled
the House Judiciary Committee stemming with bitter internal divisions in recent
from a witness in the Jones case, Kathleen weeks, has yet to determine how it will
E. Willey, who accused Clinton of an divide the money among the lawyers who
unwelcome sexual advance.
have staked a claim on it. While lawyers
Jones made no public comment, but her involved believe Jones will get a decent
husband, Steve, told reporters outside their share of the settlement, it remains to be
California condominium that the payment determined how much.
amounts to an apology on its own.
While both sides celebrated Friday,
"Let the impeachment hearings begin.
they were cognizant of the enormous toll
We want out of it," he said. "Paying a the lawsuit has taken on everyone
substantial amount of money makes a involved. For Clinton, even though the

The president has
decided he is not prepared
to spend one more hour
on this matter...'

case was dismissed by a federal judge, the
Jones suit will forever mar his chapter in
the history books, cementing an image as a
leader whose reckless personal life
endangered an otherwise extraordinary
political career.
Jones filed her suit in May 1994,
accusing Clinton of luring her to a suite al
Little Rock's Excelsior Hotel during a 1991
conference when he was governor of
Arkansas and she was a low-level state
clerk. During that brief encounter, she said
he touched her, tried to kiss her and
dropped his pants and asked for oral sex.
Clinton has steadfastly denied that,
maintaining he does not even remember
meeting her.
U.S. District Judge Susan Webber
Wright dismissed the case last spring,
ruling that even if Jones's allegations were
true, such "boorish and offensive" behavjor
would not be severe enough to constitute
sexual harassment under the law.
Jones then asked the 8th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals to overturn the decision
and, after Starr's report came out, argued
that Clinton's alleged misconduct during
the case justified a reversal.
Two members of the three-judge
panel appeared sympathetic during
oral arguments last month and on
Tuesday the court asked for the full
transcript of Clinton's Jan. 17
deposition in the case, which some
lawyers close to the Jones camp took as
a sign that they were concerned about
possible perjury by the president.

D. C. police shoot most
I JEFF LEEN, JO CRAVEN, DAVID JACKSON AND
SARI HORWITZ
The Washington Post
WASHINGTON — The District of Columbia's
Metropolitan Police Department shot and killed more
people per resident in the 1990s than any other large
American city police force.
Many shootings by Washington police officers were
acts of courage and even heroism. But internal police files
and court records reveal a pattern of reckless and
indiscriminate gunplay by officers sent into the streets
with inadequate training and little oversight, an eightmonth Washington Post investigation has found.
Washington's officers fire their weapons at more than
double the rate of police in New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago or Miami. Deaths and injuries in D.C. police
shooting cases have resulted in nearly $8 million in court
settlements and judgments against the District in the last
six months alone.
"We shoot too often, and we shoot too much when we
do shoot," said Executive Assistant Chief of Police
Terrance W. Gainer, who became the department's second
in command in May.
The shootings involve a small proportion of the
District's 3,550 officers. But the details of individual cases
can be chilling even to police veterans: An off-duty police
officer out walking his dog in August 1995 fired 11 times
while making a traffic stop of an unarmed motorist who
had hit a utility pole and left the scene. An off-duty police
officer fishing in May 1995 shot an unarmed man three
times after arguing with him on the banks of Rock Creek.
In August, an officer ended a police chase of an irrational
truck driver who had rammed several cars by firing 38
times into the truck's cab, killing the unarmed driver.
Police officials investigate incidents in secret,
producing reports that become public only when a judge

intercedes. In a small hearing room closed to the public,
nine of every 10 shootings are ruled justified by
department officials who read the reports filed by
investigating officers but generally hear no witnesses.
In the last five years, D.C. officers shot and killed 57
people — three more than police reported in Chicago,
which has three times the police force and five times the
population. During that period, D.C. officers were
involved in 640 shooting incidents — 40 more than the Los
Angeles Police Department, which has more than double
the officers and serves six times the population. Since
1990, Washington police have shot and killed 85 people.
District officers in the last five years shot at 54 cars they
said drove at them or others in "vehicular attacks." The
shootings have killed nine people — all of them unarmedand wounded 19.
Police officers in the District and elsewhere are
instructed to get out of the way and not shoot at moving
cars, except in the gravest circumstances, because bullets
can ricochet and because cars with wounded drivers can
become unguided missiles. In New York City — with 10
times the number of officers and 14 times the population
— officers shot at only 11 cars in vehicular attacks in the
last three years.
Nearly 75 percent of the District officers who used their
weapons in 19% failed to meet the District's basic firearms
standards for using the Glock semiautomatic handgun, a
weapon that requires a high degree of training and skill.
There have been more than 120 unintentional discharges
of the gun in the past decade; 19 officers have shot
themselves or other officers accidentally.
In the internal records, D.C. police undercounted by
nearly one-third the number of people they killed from 1994
to 1997, tallying only 29 fatal police shootings. The Post
investigation confirmed 43 fatal police shootings in that
period. Seven fatal shootings were missing from police
shooting trend records, and seven other fatal shootings
were mislabeled as nonfatal.

MARCIA AFPEKiON/coiUributing photographer

TIBETAN FESTIVAL: Tibetan monks put on a performance of sacred dances and music at Grafton-Stovall
Theatre on Friday. The program opened with chants and
presented ten dances and songs.
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SAMPLE ONE OF JMU'S

International Troarams
~

FOR SUMMER 1999
Main Courses:
Vienna: Architecture & Design
Vienna, Austria
July 1-July 29. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: William Tate, x6577 or tatewl

ART 490

Inter-cultural Practicum in Cardif.
EDUC 490, EDUC 590
Cardiff, Wales
May 11-June 4. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: Gerald Minskoff„x6628 or minskojg
Intercultural Practicum in Rome
"..EDUC 490, EDUC 590
Rome, Italy
May 11-June 4. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinators: Karen Santos, x3316 or santoske;
David Allsopp, x6317 or allsopdh
Cultural History of England & Scotland
England & Scotland
May 12-June 1. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: JohR J. Butt, x3991 or buttjj

HIST 391

The Ancient World * Rome Britain
HIST 391A
London, England
May 11-June 4. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: Robert Lembright, x3990 or lembrirl
International Health & Nutrition Studies
HTH 368/685
Honduras
May 5-May 23. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinators: Patricia Brevard, x6362 or brevarpb;
Marcia Ball, x6510 or ballml
Future Energy Solutions Now.
ISAT 311, ISAT 416/426
Malta
May 10-June 12. Six possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinators: Jonathan Miles, x3044 or milesjj;
Eileen Cashman, x8771 or cashmaem
Future Environmental & Information Solutions Now...ISAT 426,
ISAT 480.
Guatemala
May 11-June 10. Six possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinators: Bruce Clemens, x8770 or clemenbw;
Joe Marchal, x2727 or marchajh

International Nursing & Health Care
NURS 4901
London, England
June 26-July 3. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinators: Sandra K. Hopper, x6850 or hoppersk;
Vida S. Huber, x6717 or hubervs
Multicultural Health Psychology.
PSYC 400/501
Thessaloniki, Greece
May 16-Jun 7. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: Anastasia Kitsantas, x 7959 or kitsanax
Intercultural Communication in Organizations
.SCOM 248
Paris, France
June 7-July 1. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: Esther Lee Yook, x8180 or yookel
Feature & Screenplay Writing in Ireland
SMAD (TBA)
Ireland
June 14-July 25. Six possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinators: Charles Turner, x6494 or turnercc;
Alan Neckowitz, x6118 or neckowax
Travel Study in France & Italy.
FL 309
France & Italy
May 5-May 27. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: Mario Hamlet-Metz, x6069 or hamletmx
Social Work Policy & Practice
The Netherlands
May 17-May 31. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: Karen Ford, x6975 or fordka;
Carolyn Ericson, x2827 or ericsoca

SOSW 487

Summer in Florence
various courses
Florence, Italy
May 18-July 8. Nine possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: Kathleen Arther, x6419 or arthurkg;
Ashton Trice, x8189 or tricead
Summer in London
various courses
London, England
May 24-July 2. Six possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: Doug Kehlenbrink, x6419 or kehlende;
Shane O'Hara, x3504 or oharast
/

The British Foundations of Modern Science
LS 310
London & Sheffield
May 12-May30. Three possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: William H. Voige, x6631 or voigewh

Summer in Salamanca
various courses
Salamance, Spain
May 18-June 30. Nine possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: Carmenza Kline, x6419 or klineca;
Solange Lopes, x2936 or lopessa

* Dates are approximate with some programs.

Summer in Ghana
.various courses
Accra, Ghana
June 1-July 1. Six possible credit hours.
Faculty Coordinator: David Owusu-Ansah, x6743 or owusuadx;
Lamont King, x3757 or kingld

Compfete details available from faculty listed'above or from the
Office of International Education, tfillcrest 200y X6419 or email int(_ed@\ mux
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Students say ■
no to Let's Go

77K
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STUDENTS, from page 1

"I have been on the outside of
the
situation, and I have heard
desired quantity and be small at
that
students aren't happy," he
the same time," he said.
said.
"People go to Lef s Go because
A group of CISAT students
ifs convenient to get quick food,
have
been drafted to work with a
but the containers aren't helping,"
manufacturer to design a
he said. "We didn't intend to
container that meets student
make anyone miserable."
needs, Larson said.
The Student Government
"That's a tall order, though,
Association raised the idea of
because
right now, there is no
bringing back optional disposable
container
that folds down or fits
containers to Dining Services. As
that
niche,"
he said.
of Tuesday, the disposables were
Several
students said they
available for use.
stopped
patronizing
Let's Go
"The [numbers of customers]
since the new reusable containers
have always been the strongest
were introduced.
when we have had the disposable
Sophomore Jahn Jeffrey has
containers," Larson said. "When
stopped
going to Let's Go. "I
we first introduced reusable
used
to
go
four times a week last
containers a few years ago, the
year,
but
now
I don't go at all.
counts actually went up. But the
The
container
is
too
containers we have now are just
inconvenient."
too inconvenient for the student
Sophomore history major
on the go."
Lamar Jones, said, "I don't go
Though disposables are now
available for students, Let's Go there because I am poor, and I
still encourages students to use don't feel like paying four
dollars for the container. I
the reusable containers, said Dave
went all the time last year
Moretti, director of marketing.
when it was free."

KOREN OTiEJLlJstaffphtrtographer

Four students scour the food bar and fill their reusable containers at Let's Go during non-peak hours,
Let's Go Instituted non-disposable containers this semester, but has seen its number of customers drop.

Not all students have stopped
patronizing Let's Go because of
the reusable containers.
Sophomore Kimberlee Pope
still goes every week. "I didn't
like the containers, but they
didn't really make a difference in

how often I went," she said. "I
have noticed there's less people
than there were last year, but I
like it because I don't have to
wait in line as long."
Sophomore Christine McArdle
said, "It's a hassle carrying the

reusable containers around, but
they're okay. I don't like that they
switched back to the disposable
containers because I already paid
$4 and 1 guess I can't get my
money back. I'd rather use the
reusable containers."

NAMES Project makes stop at JMU
NAMES, from page 1

to bring an end to the AIDS
epidemic," Hardison said.
"The quilt is a non-threatening
way to make the epidemic real
for people," she said. "This gets
their attention and makes them
more receptive to education."
Senior Brad Murphey, who
attended the dedication, said, "Ifs
very shocking and hits home when
you can put faces to names."
People represented on the quilt
come from different areas and
backgrounds. There are adults,
children, African-Americans,

Hispanics, even grandmothers.
Disney lyricist Howard Ashman,
who died of AIDS in 1991, was
also represented by a panel.
Students said they were
particularly moved by the panels
carrying teddy bears, security
blankets and rattles.
"This has a tremendous
impact," junior Meredith
Lepeorati said. "The little
children really affected me and
it's very emotional to know that
AIDS is really out there."
A
central
issue
of
Hardison's presentation was
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the need for prevention.
"People should think about
being tested if they have been
exposed, but they must be
prepared for the results," said
Ann Simmons, coordinator for
Health Education Promotion.
The JMU Health Center offers
free, weekly HIV testing and has
a trained staff to do pre- and posttest counseling. Everyone in a
high risk group should be tested
for HIV, but they need to have a
clear understanding of the
emotional aftermath, according to
pamphlets handed out to

students during the exhibit.
"Confidential testing means
at no time is your name
attached to your test," Simmons
said. "All you have is an alias
and a number."
Hardison,
who
has
volunteered since 1983, said
despite medical advances, there is
still no cure and the more likely
solution will be innoculation.
"People tend to take on casual
attitudes and say if they get sick
they'll just take the 'drug
cocktail'," Hardison said, "But
before they spread diseases to

others they should know that this
drug could make them sicker
than usual and that it does fail. It
fails when it worked before."
Hardison concluded her
presentation
by
having
everyone in the room say their
names and challenging all to
use their education to help
make a difference.
"We need to make a
connection
between
our
knowledge and our behavior,"
she said, "because it only takes
once and with AIDS there is no
second chance."
/

Parking tickets on the
modified system, fees credited
PARKING, from page 1

year will be $70 a semester. This
is the ffrst time students have
paid for stickers. Tickets for
unregistered cars are now $100,
up from the $20 last year. The
increased fines and fees will be
used to finance a parking deck to
be located by Newman Lake on
the lower campus.
Senior David Lessa, who
received four tickets over the
same frame last year, said he
hasn't been ticketed this year.
"I got so many tickets last year
that I have been more careful

parking this year," Lessa said.
"The meters that offer 30 minute
parking make it easier when you
just have to run a paper in to a
teacher," he said.
There are parking lots marked
"by permit only" and there has
been an increase in the number of
visitors coming into their office to
obtain a parking permit,
Armentrout said.
Armentrout added that the
number of tickets written over
the four-month time period may
vary depending on when the
parking staff generated their
ticket report. If they run the

report on the last day of the
month and have not entered
every ticket for the reporting
month, the report isn't 100
percent accurate. The staff tries
to run the report for the previous
month, Armentrout said.
Other factors may have
contributed to the decrease in
tickets, Armentrout said. October
was an unusually warm month,
possibly prompting students to
walk instead of drive, and more
students may have taken the
Harrisonburg Transit more often
instead of trying to find an oncampus parking space.
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CITIBAN<0
*

YOU'LL READ
A LOT OF BOOKS
ON FINANCE.
WE HELP YOU
AVOID CHAPTER 11.

.

•

■

You'll learn a lot at college, and one of the most important
things you can learn is how to avoid "Chapter I I"— bankruptcy.
You see, having a credit card can be a very useful thing. But
misuse it, and you could wind up in serious trouble.That's why
Citibank would like to give you a free education in personal
financial management.
Call us and we'll send you your choice of easy-to-understand
newsletters on How Credit Cards Work. Budgeting. Building
a Credit History and Fraud Prevention. It's all free.
Get yours now—just call

1-800-690-8472.
© 1998 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A.

Take charge
of your
money.
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Bod Pod measures Gilmore's financial disclosure
body denlsity better plan snubbed throughout Va.
BOD POD, from page 4

Because the Bod Pod is extremely sensitive in its measurements,
clothing, "as minimal as possible,"
is used on subjects, Lehman said.
For precise results, the best
clothing for men is spandex and for
women bikinis or one-piece swimsuits, Wenos said.
Excess clothing, even hair, collects in air pockets, which can negatively influence the Bod Pod's measurements. Jewelry and watches are
removed-for the procedure.
Li? Hanzel, a senior in Torisk/s
class, said, "I think the Bod Pod is
great for someone like an athlete
who's really interested in their
health."
The Bod Pod arrived at JMU last
December, Wenos said. The Bod

Pod arrived with a scale, weights
and computer. The Bod Pod has
not been used until recently
because the room in which it is
located in the modular building
had to be prepared for the lab environment.
"This is going to be a multi-use
piece of equipment," Wenos said.
The Pod Bod could soon be
used to measure resting metabolism and pulmonary functions,
Wenos said.
The inside of the Bod Pod is
composed of two chambers, a reference chamber in the back and a
measurement chamber in the front.
Two high school wrestlers used
the Bod Pod last week as part of a
program trying to determine
healthy weights and body fat percentages for wrestling.
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Today ; 4 p.m.
You mu^t attend the meeting or
call Brad. Katheryn or O'ma at x 6699.

JMU UREC
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I LISA REGELMAN
Cavalier Daily (U-WJRE)
CHARLOTTESVILLE— Members of the General
Assembly and area business leaders are denouncing Gov. James S. Gilmore Ill's (R) Blue Ribbon
Commission on Higher Education and his intent
to study the accountability of state universities'
private foundations, claiming he is looking out
for his own interests.
John T. "Til" Hazel Jr., Virginia Business
Higher Education Council chairman, openly criticized Gilmore's Commission last week at a meeting of a General Assembly legislative subcommittee studying higher education, questioning what
Gilmore means by "accountability."
"The governor has not defined what he means
by accountability," Hazel said.
"Every foundation I have been involved with
all publish audited financial statements — these
foundations are already accountable," Hazel said.
Gilmore established the Commission at his
January inauguration to study the cost and quality of the state's higher education system.
Gilmore "doesn't want to know who [is donating money]—he just wants to know how it's
being spent," Gilmore spokeswoman Lila Young
said.
Gilmore is preparing the Commission to look
into how universities spend their private donations.
"It's his duty to the taxpayers to simply look at

Wants you To Sign Up For
Massanutten Resort's
Learn-To-Ski and
Learn-To-Snowboard Classes*
(Beginner and Intermediate)

See the Display at UREC on
November 9 - December 9,1998
At UREC-Group Instruction
Room at Orientation Session on
December 9,1998 at 7 p.m.

First Session Tues. January 12,1999 or Thurs.
January 14,1999 at Massanutten

Cost
For more info, call
UREC at

*

$102 with Rental Equipment
$90 without Rental Equipment
Open to students, faculty, staff
and their family members
Massanutten's Learn-To-Ski and
Leam-To-Snowboard Classes are offered
6 consecutive Tuesday or Thursday nights
from 5-10 p.m. Lesson time is 6 p.m.

*non-credit

the books," Young said. Gilmore "is making sure
that your kids and mine will be able to afford an
education."
However, members of the General Assembly
think he is trying to limit the amount of money
the state allocates to higher education.
"There's nothing wrong with our colleges,"
state Sen. Richard J. Saslaw, D-Fairfax, said.
"When George Allen [(R)] took over as governor, UVa. was ranked 17th in U.S. News & World
Report. Now it's tied at 22nd with Berkeley—you
can't continue to [cut money] without eroding
excellence," Sasdaw said.
State Sen. John S. Edwards, D-Roanoke, agreed
and said the distinction between private and public funds must be defined clearly.
"The Commonwealth should provide a level
of support [independent of private funds], you
shouldn't put the two together," Edwards said.
Hazel said universities established private
foundations to provide support without state government restrictions.
"The foundations came ... to allow private
donors to support universities without being in
state control," he said.
Private foundations now are required to complete federal Internal Revenue Service forms documenting how funds are used.
This information is subsequently available to
the public, Hazel said.
"It's none of the Commonwealth's business
what foundations do. It is the federal government's business," Edwards said.

I $10.00 OFF
i on any shoe purchase
of $50 or more
NOW UNTIL NOV. 30
w/coupon

SPORTS

apparel • snacks • beverages

25% off
Speedo

Supporting ail your
sporting good needs!
Sale lasts from Nov. 16
through Nov. 21
VALLEY MALL
HARRISONBURG, VA
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have, been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
—James Madison
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any Individual staff
member of the Breeze.
Courtney A. Crowley... editor
Manny Rosa . . . managing editor
Kelly L. Hannon .. . opinion editor

Letters to the editor should be no more than
500 words, columns should be no more than
800 words, and both will be published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breere reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.
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Time for permanent change in Iraq
The continuing saga of U.S-Iraqi
relations added another chapter this week as President
Clinton ordered deployment of aircraft carriers and military troops to
the Persian Gulf to "impel Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein to reverse
his decisions of Aug. 5 and Oct. 31 to
halt all work by United
S„agToStfSTi, "Mr-

issue
of The Washington
5
Post

tinually rebuffs the.efforts.
"I think we've all indicated that
time is running out on this, that it
can't go on forever, that diplomacy
should always have the opportunity
to dance, but at some point a dance
has a beginning and an end,"
Defense Secretary William Cohen

Hussein

Even though Mr. Hussein is held
with high regard within Iraq, his
strong public support may stem from
fear rather than admiration,
Such a powerful, oppressive dictator, regardless of his domestic support, should not be trusted with a
large arsenal of biological and chemical
weapons. Iraq's conceal-
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us alarm as a nation and spur
u>s_ action to protect other

The saying, "Those who deadlines, threats and attacks on his "ations

fail to learn from the past

are doomed to repeat it"

„

OWn arm\j and COUntrVSlde.

seems especially apropos at
this point in time. Expecting Mr.
Hussein to dust off the welcome mat
for arms inspectors at the mere sight
of U.S. and international troops is
preposterous.
Mr. Hussein proved during the
Gulf War he is oblivious to deadlines,
threats and even attacks on his own
army and countryside. He demonstrated then he won't abandon his
objective at practically any cost and
the same truth applies now.
U.S. diplomats and officials have
made numerous pleas to resolve the
standoff peacefully. Mr. Hussein con-

said in the Nov. 11 Post article.
In that case, if Mr. Hussein refuses
to leave the dance floor willingly, it is
our responsibility to drag him kicking and screaming. The Gulf War
was an undeniable success with the
exception of the decision to allow Mr.
Hussein to remain in power. Seven
years later, the only apparent way to
resolve the cycle of conflict and
restore inner peace to Iraq and the
surrounding region, is to remove Mr.
Hussein and the current form of goveminent that allows him to hold
power.

that cannot r ect
P °*
themselves such as neighborin Arab

8

nations,

With the role of being a
superpower comes great responsibility.Since we've taken a pointed interest in involving ourselves in Iraq's
affairs, arguably for economic rather
than humanitarian reasons, we have
to repair whatever damage we purposely or inadvertently cause.
Democracy may or may not be the
proper form of replacement government for Iraq. But the current regime
under Mr. Hussein has proven itself
incapable of cooperation with global
leaders on reasonable terms.
Only its swift removal will restore
Iraq to social and economic peace.

Topic: Which would you prefer to use — phone or walk-in registration?
"l prefer phone
registration because
I can register in my
pajamas while eating
Crape Nuts."

SPOTLIGHT

AUDREY Y/OODhniffphotographer

Karla Gonzalez
sophomore, psychology

"/ prefer walk-in
registration because
it's
not
as
frustrating."

Jessie Scheifflin
junior, psychology

"/ walk-in and then
use the telephone —
I don't like the
confrontation.''

"/ like phone
registration, but I
am always being
cut-off by that darn
operator."

C. J. Davis
senior, social science

Mike Ball
junior, religion
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Deer poses dangerous situation on i-66
1 don't think I've ever been this close to such a beautiful
animal, I remember thinking before I realized what was
about to happen. Its coat gleamed white in the reflection of my '93 Mercury Sable's headlights, head bobbing
with its walk as it gracefully strolled into the left eastbound lane of Interstate 66.
It was about 6 p.m. on a Thursday and I was on my
way home to visit my family in Northern Virginia for the
weekend. Traveling alone but enjoying the time to myself,
I let cruise control give my foot a break while I listened to
Madonna's new album and watched the sunset.
Later, I would discover that dusk is the time of day
deer are most active — and consequently, the worst time
to be driving if you want to avoid hitting one.
I've heard deer freeze when they see headlights, but
this one — a full sized doe — didn't even look my way.
She just kept walking across the road, oblivious to the only
object hurling toward her at 70 mph
She was about 20 feet from my front bumper when I
first saw her. Less than a second probably went by before
impact, but so many thoughts ran through my head that it
felt like an eternity.
"Swervel" my conscience screamed at me. "Wait, what if
your car hits the guard rail, does a 360, then crashes into a
truck? Didn't you read somewhere just to hit them head on? Or
was that justjor 18-wheelers? Do something!"
Despite the battle raging inside my head, my body
refused to move. My arms were locked to the steering
wheel, braced for impact My muscles would have shattered they were so tense, fueled by adrenaline but powerless to budge. Eyes wide as quarters, I watched in horror
as the deer disappeared.
Then I heard the thunks.
There were two — the first was by far the loudest. For
some reason, I was spared the sight of its hindquarters

slamming into the front right comer of my hood, but I can
still hear the sound.
It wasn't like when two cars collide — there was no
grinding of metal or broken glass, no screeching breaks. It
was more like someone smacked my hood with a padded
sledge hammer — nice and quick, a dull hit that was powerful enough to give my car a little shake, but not forceful

Breeze Reader's View
— Megan Ross
enough to send it skidding out of the left lane. The second
thunk was more of a muffled, flat sound, when the rest of
the deer's body swung around and put a nine-inch vertical
dent in the front passenger door.
Honestly, I didn't think mere was any damage to my
car. It was running fine, but I decided to pull over and
check it out anyway, partly because common sense
instructed me to, but also because I realized I hadn't
blinked since the incident. I was in complete shock — it
took me a few minutes just to understand mat I had hit a
deer.
I pulled into the shoulder, put on the parking brake
and my hazard lights. I must have sat there for five minutes, taking deep breams and working up enough guts 'to
get out and take a look at my car. I was terrified I might
see part of a leg hanging off my door or chunks of something I didn't want to see. I got out anyway.
I walked to the front of my car and peeked around the
passenger side. Nothing dangling, thank God. My hood
was curled under and my front right headlight was completely missing — almost like it had been sucked out by
Darts & Pals are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
.situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
PAT

the body. There wasn't any blood that I could see, but my
car is red and it was dark outside. 1 could, however, see
tufts of inch-long white and tan hair scattered across the
entire length of the passenger side.
Luckily, I had pulled over close to an exit with a gas
station and phone, so I called my dad for advice. I could
barely push the buttons I was shaking so hard. He calmed
me down and after a half-hour or so I got back in the car
and headed home.
The next time I called, I hadn't been on the phone for 10
seconds when out of nowhere walked a wild, footballsized flat-tailed brown beaver. This is God's attempt to
make me smile, I thought. The entire staff of a nearby
McDonald's was outside gawking at it and laughing as it
waddled through the parking lot. It was headed straight
for my car. In disbelief I told my dad, who said simply:
"Don't hit it."
Following my experience, I did some research and
found out that there are about 900,000 deer in Virginia — a
population second only to Texas. Deer-vehicle collisions
aren't monitored in our state, but the Department of Game
and Inland Fisheries estimates they exceed 25,000 annually, causing at least $25 million in damages each year. It cost
$3500 to get my car fixed and I'm not counting on the deer
paying back the $500 deductible.
Their web site also mentioned that over the period of
1985-1994, there were 12 fatalities as a result of deer-vehicle collisions in Virginia. As much as I feel terrible for what
happened to the beautiful, innocent animal I hit, I can't
ignore how lucky I am. "Makes you think about how subject we are to chance," my Dad told me on the phone at
that first gas station. He was right. And there's absolutely
no chance 111 be driving for a long, long time.
Megan Ross is a junior SMAD major.

Pat.
A "thanks-to-the-parking-fairy" pat to the person
who put money into my parking meter after it
expired.
Sent in by a student who is grateful for your
random act of kindness and-pledges to start doing
the same for other people.

Dart...

Dart..

Dart...

A "where-the-heck-was-everyone?" dart to all of
the people who didn't come out to support the Dukes
at the men's basketball season opener.
Sent in by a loyal pep band member who
remembers and misses a full zoo cage and rockin'
cage center.

A "are-you-getting-paid-to-be-rude?" dart to a
worker in Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Sent in by a student who just wanted some simple
answers and a friendly attitude but received the
polar opposite.

A "check-your-facts-next-time" dart to a local
towing service for towing cars parked in a
community lot in back of our houses.
Sent in by a neighbor who didn 't appreciate
getting her car towed that rightfully belonged there.

Pat.
A "thanks-for-the-sharp-eye" pat to the person
who found my wallet at Taylor Down Under
Wednesday and turned it in.
Sent in by a forgetful person who's glad some
people are still honest.

Pat.
A "we-love-you-guys" pat to Sigma Nu fraternity
for having an awesome beach party mixer last
weekend. The sand, swimming pool and hospitality
made it one of our favorite mixers ever.
Sent in by Zeta Tau Alpha sorority sisters who
can't wait until the next one.

Pat.
A "job-well-done" pat to members of the women's
varsity soccer team for all their hard work and
accomplishments this season.
Sent in by members of the women's swimming
team who are proud of your successful season.
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WE DELIVER

Nothing Says "I Love You" Like an
Arrangement From Artistic Florist!

\/*tisttc
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JMU Copy Centers
Warren • Showker • CISAT Mod • College Center East

IST

rlKOIVIC il in i" J M i

All major credit cards icccptcd
130 UNIVERSITY BiVD
HARRlSONBuRG

433-3352

Show someone you care, send them
one of our classic designs with an artistic flair!!
They're great for that special student, and you
couldn't send a better gift!

Red or green paper $.08
(8 1/2" x II" only • regular price $.10)

FREE red or green I spot color
(17" x 22" only)
JOIN THE SENIOR CLASS CHALLENGE
There is a Senior Class Challenge meeting for any SENIOR who is
interested in becoming a team leader, TODAY, Monday, November 16 at
6:30 p.m. in the D-Hall conference room (Entrance 7). All members of
the Class of 1999 are welcome! We have set the goal of $95,099 in honor
of the year wc entered JMU and the year that we are graduating.
BE PART OF THE LARGEST STUDENT CAMPAIGN IN
JMU'S HISTORY!

We. the members of the 1999 Senior Class Challenge Steering Committee, spent this
semester researching different possible senior gifts. We have narrowed down a list of gift
ideas to five great gifts. Now, we want to hear from you! Please rank the gifts in order
of your preference (where I ■ favorite and 5 ■ least favorite).
James Madison Center - A center would be established to link our university.to
the man for whom it was named after. Speakers, original writings, and classroom
resources would educate students and visitors about Madison's many accomplishments.
This is a great way for our university to discover an identity and build traditions from it.
Fountain - A beautiful fountain located in front of Converse Hall at the Main
Street entrance. Iliis would serve as a grand welcoming to visitors at our other primary
entrance and add to our already beautiful campus, (location must be approved by adminisiraiion)

Full color copies $.79
(8 1/2" x 11" only • regular price $1.19)

Color 'SALE

-VALLEY
, LArfES

31 0 6 S • Main St. Harrisonburg

434-8721 •

i Career Resources Additional computers, software, literature and other items
would provide ALL students with the most up-to-date and comprehensive materials to
find and locale employment. These resources will help us link our great JMU
experiences to our career dreams!
Fellowship A fellowship would assist a professor at JMU to enhance, improve.
and continue their education What better way to help them help us! We would be
investing in our students by investing in our professors.
Library Resources - We would help purchase subscriptions and licenses to fulltext on-line electronic journals that would be available for ALL students for research
efforts. Break physical boundaries and help bring the world to JMU's library.
There arc four ways to let your voice be heard. Return youi Mirve) results to the committee by:
1) mailing this completed survey to the Senior Class Challenge, MSC 870l,CampUs mail:
2) emailiiig your survey results to horschll:
3) calling the Senior Class ChallcngcolTiccatx.il 74 (leave a message if wc aren't there); or
4) telling us in person on the Commons on TODAY, November 16. from 11 am to 2 p.m.
No matter how you vote, be sure to include:
Name:
Social Security Number:
'telephone Number:^

ALL VOTES MUST BE IN BY NOVEMBER 20, 1998.
The Senior Class Challenge is a giving program specifically designed by seniors. It is
called a challenge because the Class of 1999 has been challenged by the Class of 1998 to
raise more than they did. It is also an opportunity for the senior class members to make a
lasting impression at JMU by restricting their pledges to a certain area of support. The
senior class determines the area of support, and it is understood that the designated area
of support would improve an area of the university.
Conlacl I isa llorsch at x2825 or Nelson X I'ham al x.ll 74 with any questions

Cosmic 10,-12
Cos m lc 10-1 Co it n
Cosmic 12-2(• usniic 9:30-11: 30

$6.0 0
$ S . O'O
$ 10.00
$6.0 0
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Great American Smokeout to include
speakers, varied events
To the Editor

The Great American Smokeout is a nationallyrecognized event that takes place each year to promote
smoking prevention and cessation.
The Health Program planning class (HTH 458), under
the direction of associate professor of health sciences Tom
Syre, is coordinating this campus-wide event with the
University Health Center and the local chapter of the
American Cancer Society.
The mission of the Great American Smokeout is to
improve and protect the health of the JMU community.
The goals of the Great American Smokeout are as follows:
to reduce the amount of smoking in the JMU community,
to increase awareness about the dangers of smoking and to
increase awareness about the benefits of not smoking.
The Great American Smokeout will sponsor various
events throughout campus on Nov. 18 and Nov. 19. Mark
Warner, vice president of student affairs, known for his
dynamic leadership and presentation skills, will speak in
the CISAT Auditorium on Nov. 18 at 9 p.m. Everyone is
encouraged to attend.
Smoking stinks.
George P. Coan III
senior
health services administration

'Random Acts off Kindness Day' taking
place Thursday on commons; reward
fellow students for kind acts
To the Editor:

The women of Delta Gamma sorority will sponsor a
Random Acts of Kindness Day Thursday Nov. 19 on the
commons from 10a.m-3 p.m. Sisters will hand out stickers
stating: "Delta Gamma Caught You Doing Good" all day
whenever we spy someone performing a random act of
kindness. Postcards will also be for sale on the commons
so you can let a person who's helped you out know you
appreciate them. All you need to do is fill out the postcard
and we will take care of the rest.
The Random Acts of Kindness Movement was started
by Anne Herbert in California. The mission is simple: It
invites you to move beyond the limits of your daily
routine and give for the sheer, beautiful sake of giving.
Your act of kindness could be as easy as giving away your

parking spot, or as dedicated as gathering clothes for the
homeless.
Whatever you choose to do, you will make the world a
little brighter. By promoting the cause of kindness we
reinforce the philosophy of Delta Gamma by developing
community awareness and promoting their motto to "Do
Good." So come and see us on the commons Thursday
and let us help you to do good!
Tara Kachelrless
Junior
psychology/ECED

Sexually transmitted diseases, other
risks should be taken more seriously
To the Editor:

Last Wednesday, as I walked past a parking
attendant, I heard him say to a friend in an aggravated
voice, "If I have to wait four months to have sex with her, I am

wasting my time." Needless to say, his statement shocked
me.
As I continued walking I thought to myself: Has it
really come to this? Have the morals of our generation
dropped so much that this guy (I refuse to refer to him as a
man) feels he is "wasting his time" because his girlfriend
might not have sex with him after four months?
I also began to question why I didn't stop and say
something to him. Maybe because his statement is nothing
out of the ordinary anymore.
It's upsetting to me to think about how many people
around this campus share his opinion.
With as many sexually transmitted diseases that are
prevalent today, it's too much of a risk to have sex with
multiple partners.
We have been taught by our parents and teachers that
sex isn't appropriate until after marriage, until we find our
one true love. Even though this is the moral thing to do,
it's also the safest.
When you have sex with someone, you never know
what disease your partner might carry. A disease like
herpes, syphilis or AIDS is a high price to pay for one
night of pleasure.
And until you are certain you can handle the
consequences, including pregnancy, the best choice is to
abstain completely from sex.
Laurel Miller
sophomore
psychology
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Monks charm JMU hearts
i

JOEY GROAH
staff writer

Students may have noticed a
hum of activity above their heads
as they walked through Warren
Hall last week and spotted new
patrons at D-hall. Clad in burgundy robes and yellow sashes,
nine Tibetan monks diligently
constructed art with sand.
The Tibetan monks "painted"
this mandala, the Sanskrit name
for sand painting, on the fourth
floor loft of Warren from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m., Tuesday through
Friday.
The University Program
Board (UPB) and Students For a
Free Tibet (SFT) co-sponsored the
monks' visit. UPB, SFT and volunteers were always on hand to
answer questions and provide
assistance.
Over the four days, hundreds
of students and members of the
community watched the monks
create this ancient art. "It looks
like it's going to take a long
rime," a student said. "A week,"
replied another. "A whole
week!?"
Beginning with an opening
ceremony of chants and music,
the monks consecrated the site in
Warren. They then drew the
design for the mandala. For JMU,
it was the mandala of compassion, on a black wooden table
with a white ink pen and ruler.
Once the diagram was finished,
the monks began to pour different grains of sand onto the table.
Using engraved copper funnels, the monks slowly tapped

the sand out onto the table.
Dumping one of the over 20 different colors back into its small
bowl, the monks refilled with
another color. Starting with a
small green circle in the middle,
the mandala began to take shape.
Sophomore Joanna Sheehan
tried to stop by the mandala once
a day. "I enjoy watching them
work pn it and talking to the
monks about the significance of
everything they're doing as they
work on it," she said.
The monks, who fled from
communist rule in Tibet, are on a
world dance and music tour
through 1999. Constructing different mandalas at various locations, the monks are trying to
increase awareness of the situation in communist-occupied
Tibet, raise funds for their displaced countrymen and promote
world healing.
While one or more monks
leaned on the arm pillows pouring the sand, the other monks sat
talking with students. "They
were really receptive, warm and
friendly,"
senior
Eunice
Calcaterra said. Introducing
themselves to the many in attendance, the monks happily fielded
questions about their religious
beliefs, where they had traveled
and whatever else students wanted to chat about.
Passers-by stopped to watch
and take video or photos of the
mandala and its designers.
Students showed them pictures
and gave them a taste of
American culture. The monks
also ate their meals on campus,
many at D-hall. In their free time,

they enjoyed playing pool at
Taylor Down Under and earing
at Burger King.
At the Tibetan Freedom
Concert in Washington, D.C.,
held last summer, "They hung
out with the Beastie Boys," senior
Joy Gentile said. Gentile is one of
the coordinators of the event
from the UPB.
Calcaterra said "It's something you don't see everyday. If I
could choose only one program
to go this entire semester, it
would be this. People are really
intrigued by this other culture."
After the monks finished their
four-day construction of the mandala on Friday morning, a dismantling and closing ceremony
took place in the afternoon. The
finished painting, about the size
of a large bulldozer tire, was displayed to the crowd, with more
than 100 people cramming into
the loft to see.
"It kind of looks like a tapestry," junior Lindsay Filz said. Filz
echoed many students' comments of the beauty of the mandala. The finished painting, starting with just a green circle, was
of a mansion, with multiple
rooms, swirling clouds and a
myriad of intricate designs and
objects. Attendees admired the
complex shading and the level of
craftsmanship accomplished with
grains of sand.
"They invested a lot of energy
into creating this," SFT president
Mark Sullivan said. 'The monks
believe through following the
thousand-year-old pattern, they
see MONKS page 16

Photos by Andrew
Zorn, staff
photographer,
Nealy Butler and
Marcia Apperson,
contributing
photographers,
(left) Tibetan
monks dance at
Grafton-Stovall
Theatre on Friday;
(clockwise from
upper right) the
making of the
mandala; on
completion;
destroying the
mandala; and
immersing it in
Newman Lake.
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Third Eye Blind bassist speaks
Arion Salazar tells of semi-charmed life, touring, fan appreciation

i

VINITAVISWANATHAN
style editor

With as odd a name as Third Eye Blind,
I was absolutely certain every time the
band or any of its members had an
interview, they would be asked the
inevitable. 'What does it mean?' or 'Who
came up with it?' With great caution, I
tried my best to word it in as different a
way as possible, so not to incur their
wrath. I believe I succeeded, as bassist
Arion Salazar, actually laughed, when
posed the unavoidable. "To tell you the
truth, there's no meaning to it. Stephan
[Jenkins] came up with the name, and
we've given so many different
interpretations to the name that I can't
even remember," Salazar said in a phone
interview.
Third Eye Blindwas formed six years
ago by Jenkins and Salazar. After a couple
of years, guitarist Kevin Cadogan joined
them. Drummer Brad Hargreaves was the
last to join. The present band has played
together for four-and-a-half years.
Jenkins wrote most songs on their selftitled debut album. "Stephan did most of
the song writing, while Kevin and I did
most of the music," Salazar said.
"Most of the songs on the album were
written in our early years and they just
landed up on the album," Salazar said.
"Inspiration for the album — well, the
music came out of the want to create music
while the lyrics came out of life
experiences and the self."
Third Eye Blind has been on tour for
two years and are enjoying every moment
of it. "Playing in front of people — a
different audience every night — it keeps
me going," Salazar said. "Even when
things get frustrating I listen to music. It
really helps and I'm really crazy about
music."
During this time, the band got to know
each other. "It took us this long to deal
with each other and we're still improving,
and it gets better. We play at every show
as if it's to be our last," Salazar said.
Innovativeness and a desire to
constantly improvise keeps their interest
alive while touring. "Each concert is so
different from the other," Salazar said.
"Different people, different faces makes
sure there is an element of spontaneity.
The different settings make for a different
feeling each time, and we also improvise
on our music — like there are sections
where we jam out. There have been very
few nights when we're like 'Not this
again'."
Like most artists, Salazar hates being
categorized into any genre of music. "I
don't believe we belong to any particular
type of music. As far as critics go — I
really don't care. If they like it — great. If
you don't have money for the record —
steal it, if you don't like it — «?•« it" he
said.
The band's next album, (slated for
release next spring/summer) is described
as "more positive" by Salazar. "I'm really
pleased with the outcome. We didn't
apply any sort of formula to it We just did
what pleased us and-went about making »
piece of music to be proud of."

PHOTO COURTESY ELEKTRA ENTERTAINMENT

Pictured from left to right are Third Eye Blind band members Arion Salazar, Kevin Cadogan, Stephan Jenkins and Brad
Hargreaves. The band will play tomorrow as part of the MTV Campus Invasion tour.

Other than the usual perks of stardom
such as fame and riches, Salazar pointed
out fans as the best part of touring. "The
genuine love and appreciation that we get
from the fans makes all this worthwhile,"
he said.
"It really feels good to know that we
mean a lot to someone out there. I
remember when we were on tour and it
was my birthday — well people normally
couldn't give a @!*@ about my birthday,
and that day I received this package which
was from a girl whose website's guestbook
had all these notes to me. Anyway, she
printed all these notes out and compiled it
and sent it out to me, which was real
thoughtful of her," he said.
"We try to make our shows as audience
interactive as possible," Salazar said of
their conceits. "That's why each night is
different as each night the audience and

their responses are different.
'As far as getting mobbed goes, we
really don't have that kind of problem,
especially on an everyday basis. Like
definitely before a gig, we have kids
hanging out, but we don't really have
problems with that," Salazar said.
Third Eye Blind's music videos have
come under scrutiny by critics and fans.
"[Musk videos] have definitely been a low
point in our experience. I'm not really
happy with them. It's like the music
video's director's baby and [videos] are the
hardest area of this career to control,"
Salazar said.
Drifiting from a low ebb to a high point,
Salazar spoke of opening for U2 and The
Rolling Stones. "Those are moments that
any upcoming band dreams of. It really
was a dream come true for us, and I have
no words to describe the experience,"

Salazar said.
"[U2, The Rolling Stones], Led
Zeppelin, Police, The Beatles and the Who
are like our biggest influences," Salazar
said.
Third Eye Blind will perform at the JMU
Convocation Center tomorrow at 8 p.m. Doors
open at 7 p.m. for the sold out show. The band
is performing as part of the MTV Campus
Invasion. The Invasion begins with the MTV
Village on Godwin Field from 22 am. to 3 p.m.
The event is free and will feature auditions for
MTV's "Real World" and "Road Rules." The
Village will also have a music area sponsored
by Hyundai and Intel where students can see
new music videos, use the latest music
enhancement software and play electronic
instruments. Old Navy will bring carnival
games to the mix and the Kaiser Foundation
and Ltfebemi will provide educaiimon-eex ami
health concerns of today's students.
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Tibet brought to JMU
MONKS, from page 14
will invoke the spirit of the Buddha of
compassion in the sand," he said. The
mandala symbolized different things on
different levels he said, from the plans for the
mansion to deep spiritual meaning.
Sullivan and SFT began planning the
event last April.
Sullivan welcomed the crowd to the
closing ceremony, after which one of the
monks explained the mandala's destruction
symbolized impermanence, the natural flow
of life. Donning ceremonial headgear, the
monks began playing four horns, a drum,
cymbals and a bell, chanting as they swept
the sand into a plastic bucket. After the
ceremony, half the sand was distributed to
the audience in small vials. Those audience
members without vials began using
sandwich bags, pouches made of notebook
paper and whatever else they could use to
get a few grains of sand.
While some of the crowd left, the
remaining students and non-students
followed the monks across campus to
Newman Lake for the dispersal ceremony,
causing many stares from onlookers and
stopping traffic. A light, happy mood
accompanied the procession. A student who
began to act like he was a tour guide,
pointing out the sights to the crowd, was met
with laughs.
Standing on the middle of the bridge near
Greek Row, five of the monks began playing
their instruments and chanting again. As
they played, the remaining sand was poured
into the lake. The monks believe the healing
energies from the sand will be carried by the

water throughout the world.
The four-day event closed with a
performance of sacred music and dance
before a packed house in the Grafton-Stovall
Theatre. Before and during the performance,
the monks sold music, jewelry and other
items, with some of the proceeds supporting
the relief efforts in Tibet Ten different dances
and songs were performed in front of the
large tapestry that covered the movie screen.
Opening with chants, the program moved to
synchronized dances in elaborate costumes
and a mock debate. One of the monks
introduced each movement and told about
its meaning.
During the sixth movement, two of the
monks danced in a large snow tiger costume
— one as the back legs and one as the front
end and head. The audience was impressed
with the movements of the costumed men,
clapping and cheering when they rolled over
together, laid down and scratched "its" leg.
Sullivan and Gentile were both happy
with the attendance and positive reactions to
the performance and the painting. For
Gentile, it illustrated the diverse
programming the UPB is shooting for.
"Anyone could draw their own analogies to
the mandala," she said.
,
During the final piece, the monk
announcing the movements asked the
audience to think "special thoughts." He
thanked JMU for hosting their visit and the
audience for attending and reminded them
of their mission to promote world healing
and peace. He asked for aid in returning
control of communist-occupied Tibet to its
people.

STYLE WEEKLY
►Annual Silent Art Auction: Zirkle House — Opening Monday,
7-9 p.m., Tuesday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m., Saturday-Sunday, noon-4
p.m.

ART

►Live Jazz: Dave's Taverna Downtown — Tuesday, 9 p.m.-midnight, $3 cover, $3 food/beverage minimum.
►The Recipe: Main Street Bar and Grill — Wednesday, 10
p.m.

.

►The Breakfast Club: TRAX — Wednesday, 9 p.m., $5.
►Shake: Finnigan's Cove — Saturday, 10 p.m. $2.
►JMU Faculty Lecture/Recital, Sonya Baker, soprano:
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium — Monday, 8 p.m., free.
►JMU Symphony Orchestra: Wilson Hall Auditorium —
Tuesday, 8 p.m., $2 at the door.
►Orff/Kodaly Ensemble: Music Building, Room 108 —
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m., free.
► "Invert This" Student Dance Concert: Godwin Hall, Room
356 — Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m., $5.
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "School Daze," Tuesday and
Wednesday, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2. "Malcolm X," Friday and
Saturday 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Meet Joe Black," "The Water
Boy," "I Still Know What You Did Last Summer," "The Siege,"
$4.50 before 6 p.m., $6.50 after. Call 434-7107.
►Regal Harrisonburg 3: "I'll Be Home for Christmas," "John
Carpenter's Vampires," "Practical Magic," "Wizard of Oz" $4.50
before 6 p.m., $6.50 after. Call 433-1200.
If you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter c/o Style section; Gl AnthonySeeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; HanisonburgMA 22807; include date, cost and location of the
event.

THANKSGIVING HOURS
HOO- ^OV) 23

H

TUG5. k\OM 24

\rt©d. ^OU. 25 tVtl

OU0- KAOM. 2^

MOO- ^O^l. 30

8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

CLOSED

CLOSED

8:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Mister Q)rp5

7:30 a.m. - midnight

7:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.

CLOSED

5 p.m. - 11 p.m.

7:30 a.m. - midnight

0C5I5

7:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.

8 a.m. - 3 p.m.

CLOSED

CLOSED

7:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.

obovjjkor
Cb-pu) Center I

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

CLOSED

CLOSED

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

CE5ATA-i
Co-pu) Center I

|7:3° am''8 P-m-

CLOSED

CLOSED

7:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.

>ook5tore

CXSAT Mod
Copu) Center I

/

"4 P-m-

8 a.m. - 1 p.m.

CLOSED

CLOSED

8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Vbrren
Copu) Center

9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

CLOSED

CLOSED

9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Men'di'cn

10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

CLOSED

CLOSED

10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

"Essential

10 a.m. - 7 p.m

10 a.m. - 3 p.m

CLOSED

5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

10 a.m. - 7 p.m

Watch for the Holiday Fair beginning Hon. Mov JO.
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The Siege' spawns controversy
Film fights sterotypical trends,
actively avoids cultural conflict
with twisty political storyline
■BRENT BOWLES
[Breeze film critic
"The Siege" crackles. Constructed like a
documentary but paced like an out-ofcontrol bullet train, director Edward
Zwick's treatise on what would happen if
martial law were declared in a major
United States city is a sharp, appropriately
twisty and none-too-subtle allegory of
paranoia, racism and unchecked
patriotism. It's also become a punching
bag for Islamic organizations claiming
rampant perpetuation of defamatory
stereotypes, but a level-headed
examination of its construction and
atmosphere immediately precludes any
such accusation.

E VIE W
3

STARS
SEE "THE SIEGE"

WHERE: Now playing at the Regal
Cinemas, Valley Mall
RUNNING TIME: 115 Minutes
RATED: R
A series of violent bombings rock New
York City, carefully orchestrated for
maximum public and media exposure.
Attacks on a crowded public bus, a
Broadway theater packed with the city's
social elite, and a densely-populated
Federal building are met with the
invocation of the War Powers Act. The
U.S. Army comes stomping across the
Brooklyn Bridge, determined
to
apprehend the terrorist group that eludes
a joint FBI-NYPD task force. The city
descends into chaos as hundreds of ArabAmerican men and boys are forced into
interrogation camps.
"The Siege" is a crisply photographed,
extremely well-constructed film. Denzel
Washington's forceful and physical
performance as Anthony Hubbard, the
leader of the city's anti-terrorism unit, is its
centerpiece. The Oscar-winner's intensity
is shockingly effective, single-handedly
barreling the film along through its most
lethargic moments. Mature and sexy,
Annette Bening's scrappy CIA spook is his
perfect match. Shifty and ambiguous, her
character is an apt modulation between
mannish tough-girl and no-nonsense
businesswoman. She's responsible for all
the mystery in "The Siege," and Bening's
graceful sex appeal keeps the details of her
character's love life (integral to the plot, as
it turns out) from becoming exploitative.
Bruce Willis turns in an appropriately
menacing performance as the general in
charge of orchestrating the Army's
takeover of the Big Apple. Beyond his
effusive squinting, Willis serves as the

allegorical representation of all that is bad
about the power structure of our country's
military. Once martial law is declared,
however, "The Siege" starts to show its
holes. Zwick (who wrote the screenplay
with Menno Meyjes and Lawrence Wright,
from the tatter's story) wields his moral
sledgehammer gratuitously in the film's
last hour, trangely managing to help and
hinder "The Siege."
There seems to be a confusion over
exactly how to portray Willis's General
Devereaux: at first he is vehemently
opposed to military occupation ("the
Army's a broad sword, not a scalpel," he
warns), yet in the well-staged finale he is
unquestionably the film's genuine
antagonist. The satisfaction of the final
confrontation is sadly diminished by a
descent
into preachiness.
The
Constitutional rights under martial law,
and the dangers of "patrolling our own
streets," are expounded with nowhere
near the sensitive subtlety with which
Zwick addresses the Islamic question, that
has raised so many eyebrows.
Tony Shalhoub's role as a LebaneseAmerican FBI agent is the most important
to the picture, one which he carries off
with surprising command. The part is the
most defining element of "The Siege," and
seems to have been ignored in the massive
debate this film has inspired. Placed not
only in a prominent role alongside other
Federal agents Washington and Bening,
Shalhoub helps the government hunt
down the terrorists and watches his own
son abducted into the Army's camps. This
is not a film in which innocents are placed
at the hands of cartoonish terrorists (a la
'True Lies" or "Executive Decision"); the
religious and cultural motivations of the
terrorists in "The Siege" are all variants in
the film's construction, and none are left
unconsiclered.
If any element of "The Siege" is
cartoonish, it's the condemnation of the
methods of the U.S. Army and the
paranoid xenophobia omnipresent in the
stifling melting pot of American urban life.
A mournful atmosphere is created in the
juxtaposition of darkly photographed
searchlights-and-barb-wire internment
camps with yellowish, dank interiors, and
shots of Muslims praying in business suits
and Americanized apartments. The
majority of Graeme Revell's score is
Middle Eastern-flavored orchestrations
and vocal work; when combined with
shots of a mosque drowning in
skyscrapers and traffic, it's far too
powerful a moment for a film that many
claim promulgates racism and ignorance.
"The Siege" is a crackerjack power play
with a cast and director strong enough to
prevent its implosion beneath a somewhat
heavy-handed morality. Zwick fights
stereotypical trends at every turn with a
film that actively eschews cultural
ambivalence, while at the same time
providing a political shell game that's
easily as entertaining as it is timely.

i»gg vfrM ♦wow EWtfliffSiga.-25 *sv,v;.'

JMU Muslims speak against
movie, say it reiterates
stereotypes of Islamic people

i

noise. Then again, by not saying anything,
it seems like we're reinforcing the myth. So
all we're trying to say is that The Siege/ is
a movie and just that — a movie."
JMU's Islamic community is irked by
While the media's role in forming
Hollywood's latest offering, "The Siege." stereotypes has always been questioned,
While the movie continues to show in "The Siege," is believed to escalate
theaters all over the country, Muslims are stereotypes. "The movie does make an
angered by the movie, as they believe it effort to condemn injustices that arise as a
reinforces the stereotype that all Muslims result of these preconceived notions, but it
are terrorists.
doesn't really say 'No! all Muslims are not
"While the movie itself is not terrorists'," Shah said.
particularly offensive, it does reiterate the
Harrisonburg is in the process of
preexisting stereotype that all people of the building its first mosque, and the MSA
Islamic faith or hailing from the Middle believes that movies in the nature of the
East are closely associated with terrorism," "The Siege," will certainly contribute to the
said Maryam Siddique, vice-president, attitude that Harrisonburg residents and
Muslim Students Association (MSA).
people of other faiths hold toward
"It is hard to go about life in a town like Muslims.
Harrisonburg where the only exposure
"It is not the aim of the MSA to prevent
people have to other religions is through
people from watching the movie," MSA
movies and they see a movie like 'The
president Nomen Azeem said. "We are
Siege,' where Muslims are depicted as well aware of the freedom of the media in
terrorists and there are characters who this country. This movie just gives a
make statements like 'Most terrorists are chance to say there is more to Muslims
Shi'ite Muslims'," Siddique said.
and Arabs than terrorism. In fact most of
At a meeting of the MSA on Thursday,
us are not terrorists."
students of Islamic faith discussed the
"As a minority, we already face quite a
movie and whether its contents were bit of difficulty now and then in addition
offensive.
to the odd slur, but when you have a
"The movie is certainly not in the same movie where in one scene a maulvi (the
league of past movies like True Lies' and
person who leads Muslims in prayer at a
'Executive Decision,' which actually had
mosque) is shown praying and in the next
content that was offensive to us," scene a bomb goes off, the first impression
freshman All Shah said. "True Lies" and
that comes to one's mind is that all
"Executive Decision" were banned in Muslims pray for destruction, when Islam
Islamic countries.
is actually a religion of peace," MSA
"However, it does contribute to the secretary Parisa Shahidi said.
image of a link between terrorists and
In the wake of various international
Muslims," Shah added. The MSA said developments — the ongoing dispute with
they were not for any open boycott of the Iraq, and the constant turmoil in the
movie, but believed that "The Siege," was Middle East — it is Arabs and Muslims in
a perfect opportunity to put to rest the other countries who are affected a great
common myth of all "Muslims being deal by the political scene.
terrorists."
"While the news and press show what's
Siddique said, "Such a stereotype really happening, it's movies that add to
contributes to a person's judgment. One the formation of so many opinions and
just has to think of the Oklahoma
prejudices," Siddique said.
bombing, when the first suspects were
She went on to narrate an incident
Muslim organizations. The very fact that where on moving from Saudi Arabia, just
fingers were pointed at our community after the Gulf War, one of her class mates
triggered off a number of threats that we used to bully her by calling her 'Saddam '
had to face."
Hussein's daughter!'
Sophomore Borzou Azabdaftari said,
"Though it seems funny now, it's sad
"Boycotting a movie isn't going to achieve that opinions like those are formed at a
any purpose. It just seems like we want young age and movies like 'The Siege,'
attention and are trying to create some only fuel it," Siddique said.
VINITA VISWANATHAN
style editor

Attention Style writers!
There will be a Style meeting
today at 4 p.m. in the Breeze
office. New writers are welcome.
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Story by TAMAR ANITAI, contributing writer • Photo illustration by

98%

Of American
households own
at least one
television

<

8.5

HOURS

U.S. average per
person viewing a
day

66%
Of Americans
eat dinner while
watching TV
SOURCE. The Television Project
http^www.tvp.org.

TopllO Television Shows
Nov. 2- Nov. 8
Show

Points*

1. ER (NBC)

20.2

2. Friends (NBC)

16.8

3. Fraiser (NBC)

15.8

4. 60 Minutes (CBS)

15.2

5. Touched by an
Angel (CBS)

14.7

6. Mama Flora's
Family, Part 1 (CBS)

143

7. Jesse (NBC)

14.2

8. The Temptations,
Part II (NBC)

14.0

9. Veronica's Closet
(NBC)

13.8

10. NFL Monday Night
Football (ABC)

13.2

*A rating point represents 994,000 households.
or 1% of the nation's estimated 99.4 million TV
homes.
' ' ' • ' ' KraBCCAttoUCHERTVftwphicsrrf/tor

College can change your TV viewing habits dramatically.
How many times have you been in front of the television
with half your brain painfully aware of two papers you
need to write and the quiz you need to study for, while
the other half of your brain compels you to sit and watch
"Loveline?" Which half of your brain wins out? For many of us, it's
the part that needs to know about the deviant sex life of "Matt L.
from Buffalo." In college, TV becomes a dangerous lure, a distraction
which I'm not willing to pay monthly for.
My apartment is a typical college pad: couches and wooden furniture a la Crate and Barrel, tapestries and posters. My roommates and
I are pretty technologically sound, too: two phone lines, three computers, Internet hook-ups. The only thing we don't have is a functioning television. We do have one for movie-watching, and it shows a lot
of "Breakfast Club," "Ferris Bueller" and "Top Gun." But when it
comes to a television connection from the rest of the world, my screen
is blank. TV is not a big enough priority in our life to justify the extra
monthly expense.
Not having TV was a conscious decision made by my roommates
and I to cut our costs. Friends told us it wouldn't last. But, as the year
goes on, we've found ways to adjust not having what many find crucial to daily existence.
For most, personal TV habits depend on where TV lies on their
sliding scale of priorities. I view television as important for social
adaptation and a good way to relax. But like most good things, there
is a limit to what is good and what is too much.
While it is possible to watch more TV in one semester than one
should watch in an entire lifetime, it's also possible to shelter yourself
so intensely that if a bomb blew up D.C, it would take months for
you to find out. Ironically, as college students we can easily isolate
ourselves from the rest of the world we're supposed to be learning
about. What you know about the world depends on where you leam
it from. Somewhere in that sticky mix of knowledge and ignorance,
TV plays a part, whether it be a connection to the world, an escape
from the world or a conscientious objection.

Americans watch eight and a h
and 98 percent of homes have
non-profit organization, The Televis
For many JMU students, TV is .
news of the day. Most believe TV d(
"For most students, TV is a bem
said Charles Turner, professor of r
lege students are still in the thralls c
what's in or out... TV is that social
Turner has taught several medi
sons people watch TV and what th
dents list the reasons why they wah
es are procrastination, release from
to wind down or gain energy.
In one media deprivation exerci;
ily refrained from watching any 1
schoolwork out of boredom. "Wher
said, "it's easy to face one's obligatic
He claims the presence of TV in
has more of a negative effect on stu<
information and stimulation.
Still, many students say TV is a
lives and watch it for a variety of re;
"1 use it (TV)...if I just need time
sophomore economics major. Kuge
says he watches much less TV than
living on campus.
Tm using my time better this )
Kugel said. He said he watches al
average day, primarily sit-coms and
Other students watch a greater
for extracurricular activities and stu«
"I watch about 15 hours of TV
ence major Charley Miller. Miller,
ESPN and HBO occapy.majt of his

Ti
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Kris Nelson

l^»l 1

Senior, Anthropology
Favorite Show: Northern
Exposure

m

"It's a societal
means of control."

J
Robin Doolittle
Senior, Anthropology
Favorite Show: Friends

"I think TV rots
your brain."

Jon Gaunt
Freshman, Undecided
Favorite Show: Talk Soup

"TV teaches me
how to act in social
situations."

rotting your mind?
by DYLAN BOUCHERLE, photo editor
I a half hours of TV daily on average
have at least one TV, according to the
Revision Project.
V is a way to relax or catch up on the
rV does have some educational merit.
i beneficial medium of entertainment,"
■ of media arts and design. "Most colalls of social forces of needing to know
ocial glue."
media studies courses evaluating realat they get out of it. When he has stuwatch TV, the most common responsfrom academic stress, as a diversion or
icercise where students have temporariny TV, he found students turned to
When the attraction isn't there," Turner
igations."
V in dorms and off-campus residences
n study habits than a positive source of
/ is an important part of their college
of reasons.
time to wind down," said Jon Kugel, a
Cugel moved off campus this year and
than he did when he was a freshman
this year for more productive things,"
ies about an hour to two hours in an
s and the Discovery Channel,
•ater amount of TV but still find time
d studying.
TV a week," said junior political sciiller, who also lives off campus, said
f his TV time.

Unlike Kugel, Miller said he found the move off campus, where
many more cable channels were accessible, meant more time in front
of the set. "I find myself watching TV more in chunk form now,
whereas before [on campus], I was stuck watching Tamily Matters',"
Miller said.
As far as the question of educational value, most students said
they agree that TV is not without educational value. Most students
mentioned the Discovery Channel and the Learning Channel as the
educational heavyweights.
"I watch educational programming regularly," Kugel said.
"Sunday, there's usually nothing on but 'Wild Discovery' or
'National Geographic'."
Junior marketing major John Lee also watches educational programs. "I like to watch the Discovery Channel, because I leam things
that I would have never even thought about," Lee said. Lee watches a
half hour of TV nightly before bed to "unwind."
One dissenting viewer, senior political science major Tim Emry,
said he watches TV but watches it with a critical eye and questions
the educational value of it.
Emry watches primarily sports and news programs. "People who
run TV stations are in it for a business and aren't concerned with education ... I question a station's motivation for telling viewers news,"
Emry said.
Despite personal views, most students watch TV in some form,
whether it be hours a day or merely a few minutes on the side.
Those who don't watch TV claim they don't miss it and don't have
time for it. Although I don't have the time or the money for TV, I
miss it. I miss the education of "Jeopardy!" or "20/20," the guilty
pleasure of "The Real World," the endless trivia of 'Top Up Video." I
even miss the news. But I don't miss TV's hypnotic effect. I have the
rest of my life to watch TV. While I'm at JMU, I don't want to be
pulled away from opportunities college provides. When it comes to
paying the bills, food wins over cable. Until Adelphia takes pity on
me and donates their services, if the TV is on at my place, it's a
Blockbuster night,
', .

.hht.t.t •

Tara Holley
Freshman, ISAT
Favorite Show: X-Files .

"TV is a means of
procrastinating."

Jeff Hope
Senior, MGT
Favorite Show: Simpsons

"I work my
schedule around the
Simpsons."

Nichelle Allen
Sophomore, SMAD
Favorite Show: Real
World

"J watch TV for
education and
entertainment."
SPOTLIGHT BY FREDDIE GIMENEZ
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Nov. 17-25
Help UREC support
the Valley AIDS
Network and show
that you CAN
move! When you
come in to work
out, bring
non-perishable
food items to the
desk in Fitness
Level One.

The Breete

9
November 17-25

Breakfast Combo
Shmuffins,
Hash Brownz, Any
Size Coffee, $1.99

Funk class:
' Nov. 18th 6-7 pm

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

Making it easier everyday!

^ff>i

Can
You Move?

Don't miss our
special

t lass on
Wed.. Nov. 18th
from 6-7pm! Bring
two items ol food.
and help us pack the
aerobics studio for
a good cause and'
lots of fun!

Bring in your non-perishable food
donations and show that you CAN
move and help others!

MAINgTRBET
BAR & GRILL

The Valley's Only Real Dance Club and Concert Hall

(or more info, call x8700 http://www.jmu.edu/recreation

THE RECIPE

incredible Applachian Roots Rock from
Morgantown. WV.

Wednesday, Nov. 18

SPr\n9

Break

QfOi

JCMUA

TUgM

The crowds are massive.
Arrive early & avoid the lines.
No cover for the ladies.
This is truly the party extreme.

Thursday, Nov. 19

Alternative breaks are a week-long, group traveling,
community living, alcohol and drug-free, service experience!
Absolutefjl

Information Meeting:
Tuesday Nov. 17-9 p.m.
in Taylor 405

tl

Sign-ups begin Monday, Nov. 30
8 a.m. at Community ServiceLearning Office (Wilson 102)

The best dancem

THE mRCHlfUE

ONE TIME - SPECIAL EVENT
The greatest Pink Floyd tribute band ever!
Get your tickets now! this is a sure sell out!

Saturday, Nov. 21

Questions: Call Sara at
Community Service-Learning Office x6366
Located at 153 South Main Street in downtown Harrisonburg.
For more information call 432-9963
or visit our website at www.MegaWattlnc.com
-— I ' • ! • i ' '"I—TT
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Dukes romp in season opener
Strickland, Outtz leadJMUto 86-62 win over Morgan State
EIIKE KOLAKOSKl
mtributing writer
Neither the forbidding precursor of a season opener scheduled
on Friday the 13th nor the Bears
of Morgan State University could
jinx the JMU men's basketball
team in their 86-62 victory before
3,911 at the Convocation Center.
"I was happy to see how the
guys responded,"
Coach
Sherman Dillard said. "When
your offense isn't working, a
good, solid defense can sometimes ignite a team. I think that
was the case tonight. We
responded well."
Although the Dukes picked it
up, JMU's offense struggled out
or the gate Friday night. Both
teafns failed to score during the
first three minutes of the game.
However, junior center Rob
Strickland set the tone of the
game defensively by blocking
Morgan State's first shot and proceeding to chalk up five blocks
and five rebounds on the night.
"We knew we had to come
out hard out of the blocks,"
Strickland said. "I just wanted to
play strong and establish a presence in the paint."
After Dillard decided to start
junior transfer guard Jabari
Outtz, senior guard Ned Felton
came in off the bench and provided JMU with a team-leading nine
assists and an energetic spark.
With three minutes left in the
half, Felton found senior forward
Eugene Atkinson, who gave JMU
the lead at 24-23 and ignited an
18-0 run.
"Ned Felton did an outstanding job of getting us going early
by penetrating and getting into
the gaps of the [MSU] zone,"
Dillard said. "He didn't score
much, but he got a lot of assists."
With Felton at the point,
Dillard opted to move Outtz to
the wing. JMU closed out the first
half with a commanding 40-23
lead.
"We just turned it up defensively, and that led to easy baskets," Atkinson said. "We had
two quick defenders out there
[Outtz and Felton] to get out in
the lanes and, with the big guys
in the back helping out, it led to a
big run."
Outtz said, "I love being on
the court with Ned [Felton]. I didn't have to bring the ball up and
could focus on other things. Ned
had nine assists and played great.
I think we have the best guards in
the league. We just have to go out
there and prove it."
■<>:
Freshman forward Tim Lyle's

KATIE WILSON/staff photographer
JMU junior guard Jabari Outtz's eyes lit up Friday night as he picked apart the Morgan State University defense. The Dukes defeated
Morgan State 86-62 in the opening game of the 1998-99 basketball season.
/

strong debut in the paint compli- future. I really believe that that when you're down 17 points at ing for each other and they
mented JMU's deep backcourt young man has a chance to be a halftime.'
picked up the intensity again.
with 10 points and 5 rebounds in fine player for us."
Morgan State cut JMU's lead That's the sign of a team that
JMU's 18-point run at the end to eight points during the open- wants to play together."
24 minutes. Lyle's play allowed
Dillard to rest Strickland without of the first half of the game ing minutes of the second half.
The Dukes travel to North
proved to be too much for However, the Dukes picked up Carolina A&T on Wednesday
losing anything in the paint.
"I thought Tim [Lyle] had a Morgan State.
the intensity, increased the lead night to battle the Aggies in a 7
"When they went on that run, and cruised to a 24-point victory.
terrific game for us," Dillard said.
p.m. game.
"I thought when we cut it to
"He played the whole game our intensity fell off the table and
JMU will play Rutgers
without a turnover. I really feel their's increased," Morgan State eight points in the second half University at the Convocation
good about Tim right now; and head coach Chris FuUersakf /ffs •' that we were beck n the game," ■ Center Oils' Snntteyi 1Up*off>iS' <
I'm" more' excited "about his*--veTy-haTd-to-beat a goocf team**Tyief,saTcT''"BLfF0MlJfTrc^f6oir-* ■'•'^hethHetfrbri'pm* •*'*'»'-''*''*»*■*
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CALIFORNIA NAILS

assanutten Resort

Valley Mall

Now hiring for Ski Season

1925 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA

Full-time,
Part-time,
Weekends,
Anytime!

540-564-2636
Walk-ins welcome

Full-Set Special
Monday-Thursday

Have no nails?
I Bite your nails?
I Have weak nails?
' Come to California Nails today.

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop,
Food Service, Cashiers, Instructors,
Telephone Operators,and More!
*'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek & night skiing & other discounts!

Ski Free

For More Information, Call 289-4954

Print Advertising

$

Attention All JMU
Semester in London Alumni!
You are invited to a reception for
1-Carry 'Atwood, manager - Madison O-Couse

Because it works

Monday, November 23, 1998
Taylor 405 • 5:30-7:00 p.m.

Attention Anyone interested in applying for the

James Madison University
Semester in London Program
Tfease come to the
"Semester in London"
interest meeting
Monday, November 23
Taylor 404 • 7:00-8:00 p.m
Speak with the director of the programme manager of the residence
hall in London and alumni of the program

J
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Gators too much for Dukes
5-1 loss to Florida eliminates JMUfrom 1998 NCAA tournament
The JMU women's soccer season came
to a close yesterday as the Dukes were
eliminated in the second round of the
NCAA tournament.
The Dukes were defeated by the
University of Florida 5-1. JMU ended its
season at 13-8-1. The Gators improved to
22-1 with the victory.
The Gators jumped out to an early 2-0
lead. Melissa Pini and Abby Wambach
netted quick goals for Florida. Pini scored
at the 7:01 mark and Wambach followed
16:09 into the game.
JMU scored its only goal at the 40:07
mark when sophomore forward Jess
Marion beat Gator goalie Meredith
Raherty from 10 yards out.
The Dukes trailed 2-1 at halftime, but
the Gators once again proved too much for
JMU. Danielle Fotopoulos of the Gators
scored at 66:10 from nine yards out.
Two late goals, one by Jill Stevens at
85:03 and the other by Lisa Olinyk at 88:45,
put the game out of reach.
Senior goalie Beth Manghi made 10
saves in the game for JMU. Raherty was
called upon only to make two, as Florida
outshot the Dukes 28-7.
JMU had defeated Radford University
4-0 on Wednesday to advance to the
second round of the tournament
The Dukes received an at-large bid to
the tournament

FREDDIE GIMENEZJsiaff photographer

JMU sophomore Jess Marion (right) battles for control of the ball with a College of William & Mary defender earlier in the seson.
Marion netted the Dukes' only goal yesterday against the University of Florida.

William & Mary eliminates JMU
The College of William &
Mary eliminated the JMU men's
soccer team from the CAA
tournament Friday.

The Tribe defeated the Dukes
1-0 in the semifinals of the
tournament. W&M was the
number three seed, the Dukes

were number two.
The winning goal came at the
64:56 mark. Junior Garrett
Chittum dished the ball off to a

streaking Caleb Stoddart who
finished the play off from seven
yards out.
The Dukes out shot W&M 15-

KOHKKT NftTTIslqff photographer

JMU senior defender Umesh Vemuri (left) sprints up field during the Dukes' win over Philadelphia Textile. The College of William & Mary
defeated the Dukes in the semifinals of the conference tournament Friday.

6 but could not break the Tribe
defense. Goalkeeper Adin Brown
made four saves for W&M. It was
his fifth shutout in W&M's last
seven games and his 10th
complete game shutout of the
season.
JMU had defeated the Tribe 21 in overtime in the team's
regular season match up.
The Tribe improved to 14-6-2
with the victory, while the Dukes
finished the season at 13-6-1.
JMU must now wait to see if
they will receive an at-large bid
to the NCAA tournament.
JMU
defeated / UNCWilmington in the first round of
the tournament 1-0. Sophomore
Randy Steeprow and senior
forward Mike Brizendine
combined on a give-and-go to
give the Dukes the only goal of
the game.
Steeprow fed Brizendine, who
returned the ball back to
Steeprow. Steeprow then beat
Seahawks goalie Adrian Powell
from seven yards out at the 81:30
mark
The Tribe took on the fourthseed, the University of Richmond
in the final game of the CAA
tournament in a late game
yesterday.
The winner receives an
automatic invitation to the
NCAA tournament.
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Student Sales

SE I rivvTSTSftfc SnHuuKuTS
For Spring Bookrush

HOT NEK CDS ON SALE NOW!
Ger ro
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9
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working JANUARY BOOKRUSH.
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and ending dates). Training will be
conducted the week of Dec. 14th.

Ml/S/Cf
SPIRITUAUZEO
Live at Albert Holl
$15.99 CD

APPLY NOW!!!

Puw 9
HAS ALL
me Mew

P.M.DAWN
Deaf»tChri»t.on...
$12.99 CD
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 [.Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9music.com

Deadline Date: November 25,1998
Contact Stephanie McCoimick 563-3909
Customer Service 568-6*877

www.plan9music.com

November 16 - 20, 1998

])ie Greot American SmokeOLlt
Tuesday:

QUIT FOR A DAY.

"*- "Commit to Quit with Help"
12:15-1:00 p.m., Taylor 311
Get two support perspectives: medical and social.

70% of smokers want to quit.
Join thousands of Americans
on Thursday by giving up your
cigarettes for 24 hours.

Wednesday:
Get Motivated" by Dr. Marie W^er

AH Week:
A" How to Quit Information in
Mailroom, TDU, UREC, « D-Hall
*r Eagle and Gifford Hall
"Smokefree Pride Days"

Look For:
Smoking Contracts,
Adopt-A-Smoker,
Stickers, Brochures,
Games, Prizes,
Candy, fit MORE!!!!

Sponsored by: HTH 458 St University Health Center
With support from American Cancer Society, Dining Services, FYI, UREC

6:00 p.m., CISAT Auditorium
^Information booth in Zane-Showker at UREC

Thursday: QUIT TODAY!
-*- Information booth in Commons

GOOD LUCK!!!

TheBreezg
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Club soccer heading to nationals
Undefeated Dukes seeking revenge against Penn State University

I

MAGDA SALAZAR & DAVID BUCK
contributing writers

The JMU women's club soccer team
will compete in the national championship
tournament at Georgia Southern
University Thursday through Saturday.
The Dukes finished third last year and
have a good shot at coming in first in this
year's tournament
"We're hoping to win the whole thing,"
JMU sophomore midfielder Bethany
Pantuck said.
The Dukes have come a long way mis
season, both on and off the field. Playing
club soccer has given them a chance to
enjoy the game and make new friends.
"Most of the girls on our team opted
out of playing varsity mostly because of
the seriousness of varsity," junior Ashley
Queen said. "In club soccer, we're out to
have a good time and enjoy ourselves."
To the women's club soccer team, playing for trophies and titles means little in
terms of their ability to play the game. The
women on the team know they're competitive athletes.
They like the game, but they don't play
to win. Instead, these women play for fun.
"I like club soccer because we pretty
much run everything on our own," junior
Jen Chalin said. "It's a student organization. If s more of a fun thing rather than an
obligation."

This year, the JMU women's club soccer team has not only proven that love for
the game, but they have finished the season with a 13-0-1 record and placed first in
the region.
"So far, it's been pretty dominating on
our part," head coach Tim Miller said.
"Our closest game, in my mind, was
against [Virginia] lech, and that was a 0-0
tie."
Playing at the tournament level is not
new to the team. In 1995, the team won the
State Club Championship. In 1996, they
advanced to the final four of the National
Tournament in Austin, Texas.
They then proceeded to win the Second
and Third Annual Clemson Spring
Shindigs.
Outside of playing on the field, this
team doesn't restrict itself only to practice
schedules and team gatherings.
Within the members of the women's
club soccer team, community service is
another requirement to being part of the
roster.
Senior Jenna Mach said it was important for the members to be "more than just
a soccer team. It's a chance for us to learn
about the community we live in."
Team members have been involved in
coaching youth soccer leagues in the community, the Special Olympics, English as a
second language assistance, Multiple
Sclerosis Walks and canned food drives, as
well as having participated in the

Association for Retarded Citizens Canteen
campaigns.
"This helps us to be well-rounded, and
we do it as a group, so it's a bonding
thing" Queen said.
In this kind of a league, a lot of the
scheduling is arranged by team members.
The team coordinates its own schedule
with other schools, which also means
arranging transportation and reserving
playing fields.
"We have a vice-president who does
most of that and that's Erin Gil man,"
Miller said. "It takes a lot of time and effort
because you're dealing with a lot of students."
Miller also added mat setting up playing schedules is made easier by an e-mail
network set up through Clemson
University.
"There's a lot of names on [the network]," Miller said. "A lot of people will
send out a 'we're interested in games this
weekend' notice and whoever gets it first,
gets itAdded into all of this is the fund-raising the team does in order to compete. The
team uses concessions sales, stadium
clean-ups, car washes, raffles and donation
projects to help pay for team travel and
hotel expenses.
Among its toughest competition this
year, the team looks to the possibility of
facing last year's champion, Colorado
State.

The women also hope to avenge their
loss to Penn State last season, who
knocked them out of the national tournament
Penn State University knocked the
Dukes out last year. "I really want to see
them again," Miller said.
Chalfin said, "They' [Penn State) are
going down."
Going into the championship tournament, Miller said, "Based on what I saw at
Clemson, I would say, with all honesty,
this is the best team we've taken anywhere. We're a lot deeper than we've ever
been before."
- Miller attributes the team's positive
outlook on the upcoming tournament
based on the history and experience of the
team's members.
This year's team will be made up mostly of athletes who have already played in
previous tourneys. Only five freshmen will
be listed on the active roster for JMU.
The women hope this experience can
help them win the championship this
week. They believe the hard work and
determination they have exhibited this season can help them beat the best teams in
the nation.
"We're very talented, and we work
really well together," defender Laurie
Burkhead said. "To win the tournament,
we have to stay motivated and confident
in ourselves. We also have to make sure
we keep the intensity level up."

JMU football deserves better
With a little luck, the 1998 season could have been a different story
Since the JMU football Dukes
had an off day Saturday, I
thought it would be an opportune time to look back at how the
season has unfolded.
The Season
With a little luck, the Dukes
could be a .500 team. In game
one, they trailed the University of
Maryland 23-0, rallied, but fell
short 23-15. In game two, they
lost 37-24 to 12th-ranked Hofstra
University. In game three, JMU
fell 34-30 to the University of
Villanova, a game in which JMU
had 503 yards of total offense.
Had JMU come out on top of any
one of these three games, 1998
could have unfolded very differently. The Dukes also hung with
a tough College of William &
Mary team. Only once, against
the University of Richmond, has
JMU been totally overpowered.
And, in case you haven't noticed,
Richmond wrapped up the
Atlantic 10 title this weekend
with a 45-6 blowout of the
University of Delaware.
Memorable Plays
4. Senior strong safety Mike
Masella against Villanova. Masella

picked off a two-point conversion pass and scampered 100
yards for the two points.
3. Sophomore Delvin Joyce
against Elon. Joyce sealed JMU's
first win of the year with a 68yard punt return for a TD.
2. Earnest Payton making
ESPN's Plays of the Week. Payton
has made great catches all year and was
recognized nationally
for one of them.
1. Tony Booth
against Northeastern.
Booth had a big performance in his final
home game. His 98yard kick-off return
for a TD to start the
game capped off a
great JMU career.
Some Forgettable Plays
3. JMU at UMass. Junior quarterback Greg Maddox couldn't
find an open receiver on a twopoint conversion that would
have tied the game.
2. JMU versus Villanova. With
3.3 seconds left in the half, JMU
senior punter Chris Wright's
punt was blocked on the 25-yard

line and scooted out of the back
of the end zone for a safety.
1. JMU versus Richmond. Yes,
this whole game is forgettable for
JMU fans (JMU was pounded
and Maddox, back-up junior QB
John DeFilippo and sophomore
linebacker Chris Watkins were all
hurt). But, not being able to

punch it in when you have the
ball 1st and goal at the one yardline is back-breaking.
My Team Awards
After 10 games, here are the
players I feel have meant the
most to this year's squad. Take it
for what it's worth. I never said I
was the guru of JMU football.
OFFENSE
First place— Wide Receiver

Earnest Payton. Payton has made
73 receptions for 852 yards in his
sophomore season. He also broke
the JMU record for catches in a
game (13) and in a season.
Runner up — Tailback Curtis
Keaton. Jn his first season at JMU,
the junior has racked up 909
yards on the ground. He also
leads JMU with eight
total touchdowns.
DEFENSE
First place —
Defensive end Chris
Morant. Morant has set
JMU records for both
sacks in a game (four)
and a season (11). He
also made 40 tackles.
Runner ups —
Free safely Tony Booth
and his tag team partner in the secondary, strong safety Mike Masella.
Booth leads the team with tackles
with 99 and has one interception.
Masella has 81 tackles and three
interceptions. These two have
played solid all year.
SPECIAL TEAMS
First Place — Delvin Joyce.
Joyce averages 21.2 yards per
kick-off return and 13.0 yards

each punt return. He has 1,576 all
purpose yards. Joyce is a threat
everywhere. He can run, catch
and play special teams.
Runner up — Punter Chris
Wright. Wright has been hearing
"MVP" chants all year from his
fans along the 50-yard line. He
averages 44.5 yards per punt.
My Point
So, what's the point? My
point is this: these Dukes
deserved better\ Sure their record
stinks. And, yeah, they'll never
be confused with the University
of Tennessee. But, with a little
luck (and less penalties and
turnovers) this season could have
been a different story. Maybe
then the people who are seemingly always knocking the Dukes
would actually keep their
mouths shut. Maybe they would
actually go the games before
sharing their "expertise." Of
course most of these people seem
to know nothing about the game
anyway. All they see is the
record.
Mike Cesario is the assistant sports
editor.
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got hunger?

rt
m
A 5K Walk/Run
to benefit the Boomer Esiason Foundation

for lunch or dinner

q>att
rtSSfc

8010221

221 University Blvd.

November 21,1998
1030 a.m.
Upper Convo Lot
Info? T.J. @433-7228

U/nat's Up in £&3?
^iw**

Hosted by
Alpha Kappa Lambda
and Sigma Kappa

JAMES |^[CHONE

K-TL

Can You Move?
Date: November 18; Tine: 6-7pm
Con Yqu Move? Gime show that you can move and help
others! Participants are asked to bring two cans of food to this
specialty W«C doss.

Date: NcWwr W; Time: 7-8pm
Come Jearo the necessary skis for giving o great rekwirtg massage!

K1D.&

75 South Court Square • Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-433-1833 • e-mail: chiago@rica.net

Date: November 2\? Time: 9:30-10:30 am
Children of JMl/s faculty and staff ore invited to attend K.I.D.S. (Kreative
Interactive Directed Saturday). Members of the UREC PROMohon Team wl
instruct your chSdren in interactive, physical games. Col x8715 to register.

Vw

INTRAMURALS

homework, classes. Porf/
wCmeetings, no time to o^
^J^FIThslE
FIThslESS

Check out the

BSSIfiK Si&YMi
at the Warren Hall Copy Center
//

. Fliers
. Broc^reS
, posters
. Resum^
. mvitations

«£$?
• X7842
• Room 303 Warren Hall
» Mon.-Thurs. 9a.m.-9p.m.
Fri. 9a.m.-6p.m.
Sat. &Sun. 12p.m.-6p.m.

krr«rtubeWaterpolo(M,VV)
Entries Due: Nov. 16-19
Manager's Meeting
November 23 © 5pm

1^

An Ounce of Prevention. Date: November 16; Tone: 6:00pm
Started on a workout program, but it was cut short by an injury? Come listen to
JMU's head f ootboB trainer, Julie Hildebrand, explain the most common overuse
injuries, how to treat them, and how to prevent them.
CanYouMovef Community Service Project.
November 17-25: Bring a (wrrperishable food item every time you work our & drop
it offal the desk in Fitness 1.
This is a great time to have a Nutritional Analysis or Fitness Assessment done!
Sigh up at the Program Registration Desk!

AQUATICS

&

SAFETY
y<%,cfve2rr»Jt«jrn2r
Canoeing Strokes Onic
Date: November 18
Time: 7:30pm
Register by: Tuesday, November 17
Equipment, safety concerns, and
paddfcng techniques wS be
addressed in the classroom. Then get
ready to change into your swimming
suit and practice In the UREC Pool.

Take a plunge this week, and go for a
swim! Stop by the UREC Pool during the
following hours:
Monday-Thursday: 6:30am - 8:30am,

llom- 1:30pm, 3-Hpm
Friday: 6:30am-8:30am,
Tlam-l:30pm, 3-9:30pm
Saturday: 9am-9:30pm
Sunday: Noon-llpm

For more into call X8700 or
Visit us on the web .it http wwwjmu eclu recreation

rfliTHilt' * it ■ 1*1 I J-.
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Wrestlers open season tomorrow
Dukes hope new work out program pays off against Campbell University

I

MIKEGESARIO
assistant sports editor

The JMU wrestling team will
hit the mat tomorrow night as the
Dukes open the 1998-'99 season
against CAA-foe Campbell
University.
The Dukes (8-6 in dual meets
a year ago) have been practicing
harder than ever to gear up for
the upcoming season.
' "I don't know if it's the most
talented team we've ever had,
but right now, as far as work
ethic and dedication, it's probably the most disciplined team
we've had in a while," JMU head
coach Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer said.
"We are a much better prepared
team at this point in the season
than we have been in a long
time."
The team practices five days a
week. The Dukes have also
added a tough weight lifting program to their daily routine.
"We're changing things
around as far as the structure,
discipline and intensity of the
program," Bowyer said. "Our
weight program has been a
tremendous asset to us this year.
We've never had a structured

program in place until this year."
It has taken, and will take,
more time for the team to get
adjusted to the new work schedule. But Bowyer said the change
in attitude will help.
"This team, I think, is going to
need to pull a lot of its success
from hard work, dedication and
putting in some extra time. Until
everybody buys into that philosophy, there's going to be some
tension," Bowyer said.
If the Dukes can remain
focused upon a common goal,
this season could turn out to be a
memorable one, as JMU returns a
solid core of upper classmen.
"We have great individuals,
it's just whether we gel at the
right time and we don't get
hurt," redshirt junior Tim Flynn
said. "We have two national
qualifiers and two awesome
transfers. We have a lot of talent
coming back."
The Dukes also brought in a
talented group of freshmen.
"We've had two solid recruiting classes," Bowyer said.
"Twenty four of the 33 guys on
our team will be back for this
year plus two more."
see WRESTLERS page 29

NIKKI REEDIcontributingphotographer

The JMU wrestling team will hit the mats for the first time In the 1998-99 season tomorrow night
when they face CAA-opponent Campbell University at 7 p.m. In Godwin Hall's Sinclair Gymnasium.

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY?
DO YOU WANT TO BE HEARD?
WELL. HERE'S YOUR CHANCE!!!
Come to Grafton-Stovall theater on Monday, Nov 16 at 7 PM for the
SGA Multicultural Committee's second annual "Diversity at JMU: An Open
Panel Discussion."
/
The panel consists of eleven student leaders who will discuss multicultural
and diversity issues on campus, as well as solutions to be implemented. Dr. Imani,
Assistant Professor of Sociology, will facilitate the discussion. There will be a
period for audience participation in the discussion.
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Take it to the Mountain
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Intercollegiate Ski Week
The Party to End All Parties

$169

75* January 3-6,1999

cr

per person for four nights lodging and four-day lift pass

25* January 7-9,1999

i

per person for three nights lodging and three-day lift pass

Bands, Parties, a Extras:
,.^Tr

• LIVE BANDS
• Discounted Equipment Rentals
• Welcome Aboard Party with
FREE Munchies and Beverages

x

//

,x.

Call Today for Reservations:
(304) 572-5252

*

SNOWSHOE
MOUNTAIN
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ColemarI leads Dukes win big
JMU to 1MCAAs in season debut
Senior Russ Coleman led the
Dukes to their first-ever cross
country regional title Saturday.
The win assures the 17thranked Dukes their first-ever bid
to the NCAA championship
meet.
Coleman finished first out of
the 168 individual entries at the
10,000-meter NCAA Southeast
Regional at the Furman
University Golf Course.
JMU scored the meet-low 50
points. Fifth-ranked North
Carolina State was third wiUi 73.
Coleman won the race in

3ft06. He edged out W&M junior
Matthew Lane (30:06).
Three other Dukes finished in
the top 12. Junior Ben Cooke
(30:20) was sixth, sophomore
Mike Fox (30:22) finished eighth
and junior David Spiller (30:38)
placed 12th.
The
NCAA
National
Championship is held Nov. 23 in
Lawrence, Kan.
The women's team placed
seventh out of the 29 teams,
lunior Heather Hanscom had the
best JMU time. Her time of 17:53
earned her 16th place.

The JMU women's basketball
team beat Radford University 7148, to win its season opener
Friday.
"We are pleased with the vietory," head coach Bud Childers
said. "I think that in the first half
we established some pretty good
things on the floor. We shared
the ball well, and defensively, I
thought we were making things
very difficult for them."
Junior
guard
Mistiza
Colebank led the way for the
Dukes with 15 points. Senior
Shirlence Archer chipped in 11

MEN'S SWIMMING

points and sophomore Mandy
White scored 10 points for the
Dukes.
Guard Lori Mitchell led
Radford with 15 points,
JMU continues its seasonopening road trip as the team
travels to Villanova University to
take part in the Wildcat Classic
Friday and Saturday,
JMU squares off against
Pepperdine University in the
tournament's opener Friday.
The Dukes return home Nov.
27 to play the University of
Rhode Island.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING

The College of William & Mary defeated the JMU men's
swimming team Saturday in Williamsburg. The Tribe won 11
events for 101 first-place points and defeated JMU 139-104. It
was the Duke's (4-1) first loss of the season.
Sophomore Brendan Grant was the lone Duke to win a race.
He won the 200-yard butterfly in 1:58.13 seconds. The Dukes
also won the 400-yard freestyle. The team of seniors Kyle
Kunstel, Adam Prem, Cliff Parker and Paul Oehling finished
the race in 3:08.75. '
The Dukes next compete in the Nike Cup Invitational in
Chapel Hill, N.C., Nov. 19-21.

The College of William & Mary defeated JMU's women's
swimming team, in a close meet, 132-111 in Williamsburg
Friday.
W&M scored 13 or more points in six events, while JMU tallied
13 or more points in five races.
Senior Beth Elie won the 400 individual medley in 4:36.01
seconds.- Sophomore Samantha Smith was victorious in the
200-yard breaststoke in 2:24.71. Freshman Shannon Smiley
won both the 1000-yard freestyle (10:16.27) and the 500-yard
freestyle (5:11.37). Elie, Smith and sophomores Molly Kirkland
and Meghan Fenn combined to win the 400 medley in 4:03.25.

Dukes
ready to
rumble
WRESTLERS, from page 27

The coaching staff has not yet
decided who the starters will be,
as a number of individuals have
a chance at contributing.
"The guys who are working
hard and are there [everyday] are
the guys that are going to be
going (for us)," assistant coach
Doug Derrick said.
JMU's season may depend
largely on who is willing to take
the bumps and bruises that come
with collegiate wrestling. Bowyer
said there is not a team on the
schedule the Dukes can't beat.
Even more intriguing is the
fact that no team is expected to
dominate the CAA this season.
"It's wide open," Bowyer
said. "There's four teams [Old
Dominion University, George
Mason University, American
University and JMU] that can
v. in it"
The Dukes begin their quest
tomorrow at 7 p.m. when
Campbell invades Sinclair
Gymnasium in Godwin Hall.

Free Appetizers at Halftime
Monday Night Football

a

Thanksgiving Dinner Special
Open 5 p.m.-2 a.m.

Crab Legs Nite
Jimmy O
Tuesday Night
25(t Oysters!
Wednesday Night

Weekend Entertainment
Come in arid pick up the
entertainment calendar

Clam Night $7.95/doz.
Thursday Night

Huge Sandwich Menu

Shake
Saturday Night

All You Can Eat Salad/Pasta Bar $4.99

' All Legal Beverages

Tuesday, Nov. 17
8:00 p.m.
Zane Showker
Rm. 108

433-9874

SEAFOOD BAR

Information
/ Session

&

GRILL

Questions?
Call Jeff @ 438-2095
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Social
Occasion
Dresses
Tis the Season for
holiday parties!
So, come to Belk and
get the hottest looks from
Gunne Sax and Alyn Paige
for any upcoming
special event.

Top Left:
Alyn Paige short embroidered blue
georgelle with v-back and scarf. 66 00
Top Righl:
Alyn Paige" Wave Dress", long red georgelle
with ombrelle wave effect and scarf. 70.00
Bottom Left:
Alyn Paige long charcoal ombre glider
slinky dress. 66.00
Bottom Righl:
Gunne Sax glitter stretch black slinky halter dress
with scoop neck, tear drop open back and long

slim skirt. 108.00

o

!
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LIFESTYLE
HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (Nov. 16) Siart off this
year by taking care of okJ business. After you
get that out of the way, you're going to take
off like a rocket. Spend most of November
untangling a bureaucratic mess. Paperwork is
required. If you can't figure it out by yourself,
get a Libra to help. Through December, there
are lots of surprises concerning money. Some
of them are good ones. In January, you'll find
it easier to learn, and in February you can use
new skills to fix up something at home. You
want to fix it yourself; that's not cheating. You
can do that. In March, love is abundant. There
might almost be too much of it. In April,
structure is required. Put it in yourself or
someone will do it for you. In August, you
ascend to a new level of responsibility, if
you're up for it. In September, you can run
and play with friends.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21 -April 19) — Today is a
3 - - Looks like some difficulty with
partnership and finances today.
You want things to go one way,
and they appear to be taking just
the opposite turn. Try not to act
impetuously. Planning is the key to your
success. It's the key to everyone's, actually;
the person who does the most planning is
likely to have the most success.

straight answer are better than they will be
during the middle of the week.. Although by
the weekend, conditions shift again, and it'll be
easier to get the truth. If you'd like a little head
start, contact your favorite stool
pigeons now.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) - Today is a
7 — You'll notice a strong attraction
^"rtf ,0 a pcrsoh wim wnom vou nave
i £*\ nothing In common. This is
{.jf someone you love to hate, and hate
to love. Neither of you wants the
other to get the last word. Passions will be
intense through the hcxl couple days, so if you
can manage to schedule some time for a very
private discussion, do that.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Today is a 6 — You've been in the
mood to study, so why not take advantage of
that situation while it lasts? The obvious thing
for you to focus that attention on is your
Gemini (May 21-June 21) - finances. Whip those into shape and write up a
/^~f~\ Toda? 's a 6 — A conversation this budget you can live with. It'll be time you want
t k* ) naming could make you forget just
to spend on something else later.
xjtf about Everything else. Knowing that
ahead of time, you might want to
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) —
avoid calling that special someone when you
Today is a 4 — If you're careful
first wake up, or rolling over and talking to him
about what you say, you'll be able to
or her. But don't worry too much about it. achieve your ends through negotiation. That
Being late for work isn't the worst thing in the should be your objective, because it looks like
world.
the direct method won't work yet. Don't be
tricked into tipping your hand too far. There's
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — still a lot to be said for holding back just a little,
Today is a 2 — You'd like to call in especially where money is concerned.
sick today. It looks like you'd rather
stay home and cuddle with the one
Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov. 21) —
you love. Or somebody at home may be under
Today is a 3 — You're under quite a
the weather, and you'd like to be able to fuss
bit of pressure today. It's some sort
over him or her. Whatever it is, do as much of
of paperwork you were supposed to
. it as possible today, whether you can take the have turned in. Better do it now or the
day off or not
bureaucrats will come down on you big time.
Once you've got it out of the way, you'll notice
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -, that you become a lot more powerful.
Today is- a 7 — If there's any
information you need, ask about it
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)
today. The chances of getting a
— Today is a 6 — Looks like

———————
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friends need some attention, and you're willing
to provide it. You'd rather go and play than
take care of business, especially today. That's
because there's some nagging chore you've
been avoiding. The bad news is that it's going
to get worse before it gets better. Take care of
it today.
£^ Capricorn (Dec. 22-J an. 19)
(,p i — Today is a 5 — A person in
) authority doesn't seem to be able to
& make a decision. You may have to
take control and dictate how it's going to be.
That would save time, and in this case, time is
money. Get together with friends this evening
and plan an activity that will do some good in
your neighborhood.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
| Today is a 4 — Your heart isn't in
your work this morning. You'd
rather be just about anywhere else.
There's an authority figure intent on having
things done exactly to specifications. If you're
smart, you'll go along. Don't even think about
arguing.
Pisces (f eb. 19-March 20) —
Today is a 6 — Looks like some
paperwork is getting away from
you. If you haven't looked through
that stack in a while, you might be surprised to
see bills y»u forgot you even had. Get those
paid. Later on, try something unusual. Get out
for a romp in an unfamiliar neighborhood, one
you've always wanted to check out.
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SOAP OPERA UPDATES
All My Children

Hie Bold and the Beautiful

Hayley expects coot news in the reproductive
department, but instead hears that she cannot
have children. Palmer brings in a specialist for
Dixie's failed kidneys but keeps Tad in the
dark. Palmer tells Branden that Tad is not good
enough for Dixie. Tad and Edmund attempt to
investigate Kit's rape story. Gillian tries to bed
Ryan but Ryan isn't about to let that happen.

Macy gets m a motor vehicle accident and can't;
believe she is seeing her dad (Myles) at her
bedside. He says he's sorry for leaving her
when she was so young and vanishes before
Sally shows. Myles hears from Darla that
Adam was total scum. Sally tells Thome that
Adarn washer one true love but she won't ever
forgive him for leaving her and Macy, The
rigid Ridge tells Taylor if s okay if she wants to
work with Pierce on the video.

Another World
Lila plans the christening and Matt tries to
touch base with Stark. Lila tells Matt she will
be leaving and he proposes. She accepts!
Rachel and Amanda don't get this. Sofia is
crushed and blames Zak for getting Matt and
Lila together. Cass begs Lila not to marry Matt
because be still wants her. Lila marries Matt
and goes to visit Jonathan Stark herself. Jake
and Vicky tell Marley they want to take care of
Donna.
As the World Turns
Carly proposes to John and promises him $25
million. Emily plays the threat from David on her
voke mail arid Tom tells Margo that he just can't
leave Emily atone. Margo exits. Tom gets Em
police protection and goes home to Margo. A
plastered Brad proposes a toast to Ben and
Camilie. Julia finds a shovel m her trunk right
after she thought she saw David. LaWafch trashes
that prenuptial agreement she and James drafted

Days of Our Lives
Bo learns that chilly Billie lied about Mope
causing Georgia's death and he wants Hope
back. Stefano tells Rolf he wants Hope to
become Gina when the satellite lines up
correctly. He also tells Marlena if she wants
John to remain in the present, she should keep
Greta away from htm. Stefano plays dumb
when Marlena urges tarn to tell John and Hope
about their pasts. Taylor freaks out seeing Eric
plant one on Nicole.
General Hospital
Jason gets Carty sprung but forgets to mention
this to Robin — he thought dealing with the
mob was tough! At the birthday bash for
Nikolas. Helena hints to Laura that Lesley La
could be hurt. Nikolas threatens to cut off her
cash flow. Liz loses her bracelet and Lucky
takes off to find it. Luke finds Lucky at the

docks and decides they should bond.

to get to victims through air vents and he
discovers a suitcase fol of costumes. The Bomb
Guiding Light
Squad talks Scott and Kevin through detonation
procedures but Victor claims tbe expert is
Josh hits on Cassie but he doesn't remember. wrong. Scott attempts to decide which wire to
Josh1 tells Reva that Cassie is acting strange and snip on his own. Victor was right! They disable
tells Re va, Josh has lost h. Teri/Annie is trie bomb and get Mary and Eve to the ER
that Josh and Reva are still together so
shf drugs Josh* s shaving cream and tells him to Sunset Beach
m^ke love to Cassie. Bill, Jesse, Drew and
MHpheJfc tell the cops they haven't seen Mick
Virginia foiled as an FBI agent and collects
urine samples to test for drug use. Vanessa
One Life to Live
protests on complying, but she eventually fills
up tbe drug sample cup. Ricardo wants to know
Todd tells Blair she doesn't own "The Sun" why Antonio is so cold to Gabi. Carmen
because he was insane when he signed that discovers through the tarot that Gabi won't end
contract He then proposes to Tea who agrees/ up wim Ricardo. Cole caves and tells Caitfih all
to marry him tatnorrow. Everyone be invites to about his Francesca connection. Hillary abducts
the wedding says they can't make it Todd tells Caidin to get that coveted ruby necklace.
Keltey she owns "The Sun" if she gets guests
to show at his wedding. Jess caves and tells The Young & the Restless
Viki she is pregnant. Christian claims to be the
father.
Things aren't looking good fpr Victoria's baby.
Niki tells Viki this babe is in trouble. Jill is
Port Charles
overconfident about her court case. Jill thinks
when someone asks, "What will you do now
Scott sees Lucy leaving the OB-GYN office and that you got the Chancellor Estate," she will
suddenly, a huge explosion rocks the hospital, reply, "I'm going to Disney!" Nina could snag
there appears to be several casualties here. the coach. Ryan is jealous of this. Nick
Mary and Eve are trapped in the rubble. attempts to tell Sharon that the Grace deal
Someone stashed a bomb m the elevator. Scott meant nothing to him.
teams up with Kevin to help them. Kevin spies a
note in the elevator stating a second bomb has
been activated. Scott and Kevin struggle to
detonate the device immediately. Frank attempts
-Tribune Media Services
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saved these

Bill Nave

lads from drowning, but he's
not a lifeguard.
Verleeta Wooten found
several new stars, but
And Ivan Ned put out

she's not an astronomer.

a lot of fires, but he's
not a firefighter.
These are teachers. But to the
kids they reach, they're heroes.

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
CaR 1-800-45-TEACH.

INVASION
CONVOCATION CENTER

Tues. 11/17
8PM

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
University Blvd.
Tickets available through Plan 9 Music,
Town and Campus Records, Rocktown.
JMU Students can purchase tickets at the
Warren Hall Box Office.
JMU Students -$15.00
/
General Public/day of show - $20.00
PRESENTED BY THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
BOARD, JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

DAHIMEV1LUGE
MTVti*
e daytime festival experience of the musical kind and it's coming to y
an come on down and mate y()ur »^

Come Join Hat: Godwin Field from 11AM-3PM
For more information on MTV's Campus Invasion check out MTV Online at www.mtv.com or keyword:MTV on AOL

OLD NAVY
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ACROSS
Food horn laro
I elegraph code
Lab containers
Operate
Dfamalisl Loos
Spiritual being
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Unusuar
Piglet
UnleeKng
Black Sea pott
Poke fun
PulrkJ
Superlatively
suave
29 Less skillfully
created
31 More Bohemian
32 Flowers wilh
prickly stems
35 Majors and Grant
37 Scottish river
38 Declarers
40 Cowboy movie
43 Soil metal
44 Loser to lite
tortoise
46 Supremely bad
47 Bring aboul
50 German Gen.
Rommel
52Clianges travel
plans
54 Switch on
58 "Tlw Jelsons"
dog
59 Old World lizards
60 Country singer
Travis
63 Similar
65 /Appropriate
66 Go along with
67 Break off
68 Omega in
America
69 Belle or Bart
70 Idyllic gardens
71 Wynnand
Begjey
18
19
20
2?
24
25

DOWN
1 Preceding hi
order
2 Surpass
3 Picture in a
picture
4 Spa employee
5 Available
6 Spanish river
7 Upright lieight
8 "The Purple
People
"
9 Poughkeepsie
school
10 Purpose
11 Past
12 Actor Cailou
13 Slightly shitty
21 Scatter
23 Humiliate
26 Duck down
27 Oracles
28 Senator Lott
30 "Lohengrin" lady
32 Evaluate*
33 Of sheep
34 Detection device
36 WkJe-moulh
pitcher
39 Fictional Butler
41 Batwielders
42 Country near Fiji
45 Mended shoes
48 Still hal
49 Sheen
51 Enervate
53 Expunge
55 Flabbergast
56 Yawned
57 PhotoreaNst
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painter
60 School trainees.
in hurl

61 Military gtp.
62 A Gershwin
64 "_ Got a
Secret"

OFFSPRING
JEWEI
ICE CubE

Kid

CAPRI

CETO

W.

Boys

SEAI
HOUSTON

C BROOks (live)
SOURCE PRESENTS

Also: Third Eye Blind &
Eve 6 CDs
£11.99 until Sunday!

CAMPUS

433-5895

1(1 \( II U\l< S (.KM I

20 W. Water St., Downtown Harrisonburg
Mon.-Sat. 10-8 p.m., Sun. 12-5 p.m.

433-5550
; *'.:*.-
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MASSANUTTEN
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort
Saturday, November 21
8A1VI - 2I»1VI IN THE SKI LODGE
OSwap - skis, snowboards,
boots, poles, clothes, mountain bikes, in-line skates
0 Drawing for Ski Season Pass => Benefits Massanutten Ski Patrol
0 Season Passes 5% off thru 11/21/98
0 Check out our store, THE GENERAL STORE

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.
Tbanbj to you, all sorts of everyday products are being made (rom materials
you've recycled. But to beep recycling working tor tbe future, you need to loob
for tbesc products and buy them. For a free brocbure, call 1"800"CALL-EDF.

289-4954

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE
FUND

I need you NOW!
Breeze
Delivery Drivers
available immediately
great pay
great hours
call Alice at
x 6127

Lease now and get $50 back!

deadline Wed. Nov. 18

Is your Pet bored?

not legal tender

or
Get a Double Bed!

Start your Holiday shopping
at The Pet Boutique.
15% off Boutique items
with this coupon
expires 12/51/98

ia\s also
only at
1

Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

~*

433-VETS

Pedal on the level - no liills to
climb or interstate to cross
Only four blocks to campus
Energy efficient heat pumps
Mini-blinds on all windows
Stain resistant wall-to-wall
carpeting
Paved parking spaces

Pre-wiredfor telephone
Telephone & cable outlets in

(8387)

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

Olde Mill Villas

PINMT a
CONSTAIU

Deadbolt locks and door
viewers on all opts
No sliding patio doors
Well-lit parking lots and
walkways
Convenient bus service to
campus and the Valley Mall
Full-time management and
maintenance
Basketball courts
Park at your apartmentnot blocks away

• Exclusive NTC
Communications Adclpliia

package including:
. • Individual accounts
• JMU Network Access
(wl'Ethernet Card)
• Local and Long
Distance phone service
(free voice mail and
call wailing i

(540) 432-9502
located at 11A South Ave.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR REI
3 4, or 5 BR Units Avallabl*
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate, Inc. (540)4339576.
Huntar'a Rldga Luxury Loft or
Fofe»t HMs Townhomo • $L400/mo.
jure 11999-June 7.2000. Call Jordan
T. Rohrer (owner agent) 564-1388.
N~*«d a Placs for tha Spring? Up
to three rooms available In Ashby
Crossing. Brand new apartment.
Call Tiffany. 5740752.
Bg Too Oastoom Ai—Uiwito - arent
had to find at t*HW.casfleprciperty.com
Spring Samester - 861 Forest
Hills! 1. 2, or 3 BR available - rent
negotiable. Call 433-2025 (Carter.
Mike, or Alex).
Female Roommate Nudad - January
Hunter's Ridge. 4 BR Townhouse.
$235/mo. 540-371-2552.
Looking for Roommate - to rent
room in a Foxhlll Townhouse with 3
females for spring '99 semester.
Fully furnished, water included,
$260/month. If interested, call
Julie at 5740739.
719 Forai* Ma-Sprln* Semester Newer built townhouse, 1/2 mile to
campus. Deck/Patio, many extras.
$235/mo. Call Behdad, 432-6887.
■tea Needed - Roosevelt
Two Roc
Square townhouse. $225 each.
Call 432-6200.
Spring/Summer Sublet - Madison
Square, $200/month. Call Sarah.
4338554.
Need A Place for Spring? Room
available at Okie Mid. Rent negotiable.
Females only. Call Kelly. 438-3180.
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse - One
room available, spring semester
'99. $230. rent extremely
negotiable. Close to campus. Ryan
Legato. 438-8164. Hurry!
3 Bedroom Townhouse. Cantrell
Avenue - University Court. Large
deck, microwave, washer, dryer,
furnished. $250 ■ $270. 3 Bedrooms
University Place - furnished,
excellent condition, $230 - $240.
July or August 1999. 540432*993.
Spring Sublease - in Hunter's
Ridge Townhouse. Furnished, great
roommates and sunset view! Rent
negotiable. Call Shirley. 574-2830.
Email: rrwmssc^rmu.edu
Houses and Duplexes Ready Man
You An - aryrre rnvwcasOspcpsnycom
South View Appartment Sublet needed for spring semester, negotiable
situation. For more info, call Cory at
4382371. $270 per month.

1399 - 2000 Egg
1,2,3.4 Bedroom Apartments
and Townhouses
6, 7, 8 Bedroom Houses

1984 Prelude - A/C. manual, good
condition. 140.000 miles. Eric.
801*720, $1,000.
Hand-carved Capta Shell Angels.
Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main.

Phoenix Enterprises
Can 43M800, Anytime!
Spring Semester! One bedroom
Forest HMs. $160/month. Marychelle]
801-0248.
Female to Share Townhouse approximately $250. including
utilities. Call 433-8120.

FOR SALE
Sportscards, Magic. Star Wars,
Beanie Babies - Buy - Sell. Largest
selection and best prices In the
Valley. Dukes Sportscards, Dukes
Plaza, 433-3853.
Guitar and Amp; Fender Strat - like
new. Call Jon. 5744737.
Oakley Sunglasses - white
eyejackets. Paid $90, asking $50.
438*045.
1996 Eagle Vision - 4 dr., power
seats. 64,600 mi., moonroof,
$9,495. Call 433-5987.
1994 Honda Accord - 4 dr..
75,500 mi., metallic gold, $9,495.
Call Raymond, 433-5987.
Beanie Bibles - Halo, $70; Glory,
$50: Princess. $30; Erin. $30;
Scortch. Beak. Pumpkin, Wise,
Fortune, $25/each. 5409394317.
after 6:30 p.m.
1997 GT Avalanche LE Mountain
Bike - XT derailers. shifters,
brakes; Michelin wild gripper tires;
Rockshox Judy XC; Shimano
clipless pedals; excellent condition.
$550, o.b.o. Call 234-8836.
Attention On-Campus Suites or
Students Without Transportation Cheap 1979 Volvo Stationwagon.
Good engine...purrs like a mountain
goat! Pool your $$,..-get a 'sute" call
$600, oh.o.801-0536. Call quick!
Powerbook 1400CS, 117mhz
External Modem - Adobe Photoshop,
Adobe Illustrator Quark, Express
CDROM hard drive, interchangeable.
Excellent condition, 2 years old.
$1,800. o.b.o. Call after 7 p.m.,
2495514.
Outrageous T-Shhts, $101 Clinton,
Lewinsky. Tyson, Wrestling...
954-7210076, www.x/destgns.com
Snowboard - 156 Burton Jeff
Brushie with strap bindings, $250.
Barely used, size 12 boots, $50.
Call Bill at 5641299.
Shane Base Guitar/Amp - excellent
condition. $500. Call 5744481.

HELP WANTED
$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 202452 7679.
Free CD HoMers. T-eNrts, Prepaid
Phone Card* - Earn $1,000
part-time on campus. Just call
1-800-932-0528. x64.
Jess' Lunch Needs Waitress Must be available for more than
one semester and able to work
lunches and breaks. Apply in
person at 22 S. Main St.
Cruise Ship Employment - Workers
earn up to $2,000+/month (w/tips
& benefits). Work) Travel! Land-tour
jobs up to $5,000 $7,000/summer.
Ask us how! 517-3364235,
Ext. C53251.
Business Major to do Secretarial
and Managerial Work - Must have
computer, accounting and telephone
sales skills tor local business. Prefer
sophomore or junior year student.
May lead to full time employment
after graduation. Send brief resume
and telephone number to:
P.O. Box 372, Dayton. VA 22821.
$1,250 FUND-RAISER • Credit
Card fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen other
groups doing it, now it's your turn.
One week is all it takes. No
gimmicks. Na tricks. No obligation.
Call for Information today.
1 800-932-0528 x65
mow ocmxnxpts com

Hickory Farms is hiring full-time
temporary positions to begin
November 20 through December 24.
Counter Sales and Food Preparation
$7 per hour

Tel: 703-818-7445

Earn Up to $800 Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 1-5O4-64&1700.
Dept.VA4806.

LOST & FOUND
Young Kitten Found On Campus November 6. call 801-8352 for
more information.

SERVICES

PART-TIME HELP WANTED
rvterillat Industries, America's
#1 Cabinet-maker, is looking
for students to work parttime flexible work schedules.
Positions available across all
3 shifts with flexible hours.
Pay starting at $7 per hour.
For more information
call 540477-2961

SPRING
BREAK!
Sprirtc Break Travel was 1 of 6 small
businesses m the US <n 1998 to be
recoftrued (or outsundmg ethics by
Council of Better Business Bureaus1

Bahamas Party

Cruise $279

5 Oft*. *fc« Mean. Pwe PMm. raxla Taa

Cat National DJ Connection - for
Melrose parties, formals, FUN!
4330360.
Pianist Now Accepting Student* for Beg./Intermediate improv. in
jazz, blues. Beneficial for those
who want to go beyond written
music. Other instruments welcome.
Call Steve. 433-2059.
Need Time for Other Things? Let
us do your TYPING! Reasonable
rates. Free Pickup and Delivery.
Same day service often available.
Call Wendl at 540*96-5538.

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities & work-alhome opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.. at

1*00-533-5501.

SPRING BREAK

Cancun
$399
7 Nets. «• • KM (fee food 1» n% o( On*t
Jamaica $439
7 Ntfn. It • Mow

SM

»150 on Una & OMa

Florida $119
Pnmt Ctf. Daittna, SouVi Beat* 4 Oxoa BMOI

#1 Springbreak Operator! Check
our website for the best deals!
www.vagaoondfours.com Cancun,
Bahamas. Jamaica & Florida.
Group organizers earn free trips &
cash...Call today! 1*00-7000790.
Early Specials! Panama City!
Room with kitchen $1291 Includes
7 free parties! Daytona $149!
New hotspot - South Beach
$129! Cocoa Beach $149!
1800*78*386.
springbreaktravel. com
ACT NOW! Call for best Spring
Break prices to South Padre (free
meals), Cancun, Jamaica, Keywest,
Panama City. Reps needed... Travel
free, earn cash. Group discounts
for6+. www.leisuretours.com
1*00*38*203.
Spring Break Travel was 1 of
6 small businesses in the US
recognized by the Council of
Better Business Bureaus
for outstanding ethics in
the marketplace! 1*00*786386.
springbreaktravel. com

A< I I Qualifying Tournament
Updates:
Raqueiball rescheduled 10

Sunday. Dec 6ih, 11 am
al UREC courts

Table Soccer rescheduled lo
Monday. No*. 23rd. 7 p.m.

in ihe Corner Pocket
Adoption - Loving married couple
praying for baby to adopt. Can
give a lifetime of security, love
extended family, and fulfilled
dreams. Call Tom and Sheila
collect 540*57-2469, or email:
theleards&msn. com
Adoption - Childless, professional,
Richmond couple seeking infant to
love and parent We offer emotional/
financial stability and environment
conducive to happy, healthy childhood
development. Please call Jeanne,
and Bill 888-9100299.

■pajaj Break TraveWor 12th Year!

1 800 678 6386

Want to go to

Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6 Days
$279! Includes most meals!
Awesome beaches, night life!
Departs from Florida!
1800*78*386.
springbreaktravel.com

for 3 Nights in midtown
November 19-22,1998?

hwuiwinm
Cancun-Jaaiaica-Bahawias

5W 5W VS7

New York City
The bus trip sponsored by the
JMU School of Art and Art History
leaves Thursday. November
19th at 5:30 a.m. from
Godwin Hall and returns
Sunday. November 22nd
afternoon.
Exciting art museums and
galleries and Broadway plays!

Springbreak! Florida. Texas, Cancun.
Mexico, Jamaica Bahamas, etc Al
popular spots. Browse www.icpt.com
and, call 800-327*013. Best
hotels, prices and parties. Reps,
organizations, and promoters •
wanted. Inter-Campus Programs.

FAX: 703*18-74447
lit** MMi* T«k Dr.. OMBtfhF, VA 20151

Discover Card

VIJA MAJTtRCAR&AMIX .DISCOVER
CAMPUS REPS ■ SION UP ONIIHE I

8185 total per persorrfor 3
nights in a quad at the Travel
Inn Hotel on 42nd Street and
round trip bus fare. Come to
the art office. 2nd floor of Duke
Hall, with your checkbook.

18002347007
yywvv t'nilli'sssii in uteri (nirj.com

For more information carl $68-6216.

A #1 Spring Break...

LOCKER RENTALS
TDU has over 130
lockers available!
Stop by Taylor 102
and get one today
for as little as $5!

Hours & Hours of Free Drinks!
Earn 2 FREE Trips & $$$$$!
Cancun, Jamaica, Florida,
Barbados, Bahamas
Lowest Prices/Besl Meal Plan
1 800-426-7710

uww.sufuplashfours.com
Early Specials! Cancun &
Jamaica! 7 nights, air & hotel
from $399! Includes free food,
drinks, parties! 1-800*78*386.
springbreaktravel. com

Place a Classified Ad in

PERSONALS

Come to the basement of
Anthony-Seeger

Donate your vehicle to a 501-C-3
non-profit organization • to help
benefit the homeless. Tax
Deductible. Charity Foundation, Inc.,
1-54CM32-6653.

The Breeze

$2.50 for the first 10 words
($2.00 for each additional 10)

568-6127

-—

ATTENTION ALL INTERESTED AND CURRENT
FOCUS WRITERS:

'

There will be a mandatory focus section meeting today at 5 pm in
The Breeze office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall
If you have any questions or are not able to attend, call Jen Baker, Focus
Editor at x6729

■
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Come See What All The Fuss Is About At
The Commons Apartments.

Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
and by appointment
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com

•Double Beds in each room

'Oversized Closets —

•Full size Washer & Dryer

•Built-in microwave oven

•Telephone & Cable

•Garbage disposal

hookups in each bedroom

•Full size Dishwasher

& living room

•Bus Service

•High speed internet access

^ Stop 6y lfc Commons andSouth View "Rentaf Offices,
I or caff432-0600. and mafic a move to fuxuryl

